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or, Frank U.eade, Jr.'s Greatest Submarine Voyage.
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'l'be skeletons all sat erect as in life, and just as death had overtaken them. What was more, they 'had. all crossed
the right hand across the table as if th7ir last act in life was a mutual oath. It was a stnking scene.
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"Yes; in less time."
CHAPTER J.
"Very ~oodl Be on band, then, the day we sail.''
AT HOME,
" I will! '
" WH4-T will your trip be with your new submarine boat, Frankr'
Clifford Carlton hastened away with the joyful news to his schoolThe speaker was Clifford Carlton, a young member of the Sclentlllc
School. At the moment be was talking wrtb Frank Reade, Jr., the mates and the professor in the Scientific School. It was, certainly, a
world's moat famous inventor, who -scarcely needs an introduction to privilege which should make tnem all envious.
Frank passed f:om the yard into another which was protected by a
t he reader.
·
.
They were standing In the yard of Frank's machine shops in Reade&- ' high wall and gates.
In the center of this-yard, :ll'hich covered more than an acre, was a
town, that miniature city which had been 'he birth place of generadeep
tank
or
basin
tlJled
witl1 water.
tions of tbe Reaues.
In this tank Jloa~!!d the famous new invention-the submarine
It was true that Frank Reade, Jr., bad invented a submarine boat.
'l'he m~stery of deep-water navigation bad been solved and now boat.
Not much of it could be seen above the water.
\ he faiJlous young inven~or was about to take an under ocean trip
But enough was visible to determine its suape, which was nearly
with tlie submat·ine Clipper.
.
Not until now bad be declared what his intentions were. He re- that of a cigar.
The bull was made of closely Jointed bands of toughest and lightest
·
plied to Carlton briefly!
" I am going to follow the equator half way round the earth, or as steel. The keel furnished sufficient ballast in solid lead to keep her
J
level.
far as It traverses the deep sea.''
·
In each side of the hull were three windows of sections of heavies t
Carlton ooave a sharp exclamation.
" Good 111 he exclaimed, excitedly; "that wiil be wonderful indeed! plate glass, protected by an almost invisible blind of steel mesb•es.
From these observation windows much could be seen of the ocean
The equator traverses some of the most wonderful parts of the
bed and its wonders.
•
·
ocean. What a· voyage that will be!''
Upon the top of this cigar-shaped hull was a long dome-sbnped
" I hope that it will prove instructive _and entertaining,'' replied
cabin; also this was surrounded by the outer deck, which could only
Frank.
be used while the boat was on the surface.
" It certainly will. From what point will you make the start?"
In the cabin dome were circular windows. Forward wa.s a pilot!
"I '!ball follow the equator through the Pacific/ declared Frank.
"It strikes the ocean upon the coast of Ecuador; thence to Borneo It bouse, with the steering gear and electric keyboard for tbe operating
is almost an unbroken expanse or sea and a voyage of thousands of or the muchinery~
,
Over the pilot-bouse was a powerful electric search-light, specially
miles."
•• I am more than ordinarily interested in this project," declar~td constructed for deep sea wurk.
Clitlord. " When will you start?"
Two light masts, fore and aft, were employed to keep the. boat
steady.
" 'Within three days."
•
The young scientist gave a start.
The interior of the Submarine Clipper was a wonder-land. Richly
"So soonr• he exclaimed. "Ob, I bad hoped-but-pardon n:e l furnished and adornect with costly fittings, It was a floating palace.
1
I dare not tell you my dearest wish."
Aft was the reserfoir or tank which was used for depressmg or eleFrank gave his companion a keen look and then smiled grimly. He vating the boat.
knew well what was upon the other's mind.
This was done by simply admitting a rush of sea water acd sinking
"Spea k right out," he sald with a laugh. "You can!t any more the boat. Upon rising a pneumatic pressur.e forced the water from
t han meet with disappointment."
the chamber ant.l. would send the \Joat to the surface like a cork.
•
The engines were ·run by powerful dynamos. A twin-screw pro"True!'' cried Clifford. " Well, of course you know what it means
to me to hove the privilege which you will enjoy of seeiog .that won- peller gave the craft propulsion.
derful portion of the deep sea, There is no use in bea-ting about the
·A chemical generator of great .copaclty kept the cahins constantly
bush. Flatly, Frank, I would give years of my life ~o go with you supplied with fresh oxygen.-and consumed the carbonic acid gas as
upon this submarine cruise!"
soon as it was formed.
•
Frank seemed in a .thocgbtful mood for some moments: Then he
With this meager description of the Submarine Clipper we will take
said:
the reader on to thrilling incidents of this story.
,
"Well, we have not made any special arrangement for carrfing a
The trip under the Equator, as propos~d by Frank Readei Jr., truly
passenger aboard the Clipper. There are three pf us-myself and my held wonderful possibilities.
t wo &ervonts, Barney and Pomp.'' ·
To make the entire circumference of the earth In this woy was im" I will gladly pay whatever you choose for my passage,'/ cried
possible, for1the Equator crossed the continent of ·south America and
Clifford, eagerly.
.
Africa, where, of course, r:o submarine boat conld lravel.
"Not a bit of it," exclaimed Frank, generously. "You are very
So Frank marked out a definite and possible course, whic3 extendwelcome to accompany us on our trip. I will ~ee llu~t a stateropm is ed from Ecuador, by cutting around a number of l'mall islands to
made ready for you at once.''
Borneo.
'
Thrs distance was almost, t r not qu1te, half the circumference of the
The young scie'n tist could not express bia delight in words.
He fairly embraced l!'rank.
earth.
At least, it was a tremendous voyage in a straight line, and would
" I wlll endeavor to repay you some time,'' he cried.
"Not at all,'' said Frank, peremptorily. " But now, do not forget take the voyagers through the seas of Oceania, the most Chl\rming
_that we start in three days. Can you be ready ?''
part or the Middle Pacific Ocean.
J'RANK . READE, JR.,
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There were parts or the Pacific where the sea would be miles in
depth.
.
or course the boat could not descend to these depths on account of
the trernendous universal pressure. But these regions were in small
proportion.
.
Frank had carefully planned the whole affair. The trip around Ute
Horn would !>e made on the surface, na the Clipper could trayel faster
in that way. •
'l'llen a small harbor on the coast of Ecuador named Pechuco wus
t he point selected to start from.
Frank advanced to the edge of the basin. A small bridge or planks
·e xtended to the deck of the Clipper.
As the young inventor advanced a man leaped out of the pilothouse and pulled off his cap showing a shock of red hair.
" Shure, Misther Frank, and is it mesilf yez are lookin' fort''
"Yes, Barney, and Pomp alsot·' repUed Frank.
"The naygur is it, sort Shure, I'll call htm!"
The man was an Irishman, beyond all peradventure. But be waa
Frank Reade, Jr.'s trusty friend and servant and possessed of as t10e
a heart as ever bflat in human breast.
·
. Barney O'Shea, for this was his name, rushed to tbe door and about·
ed:
"Pomp, me hearty! Are yez there?"
"Wba' yo' want, I'ish!" came back the reply.
"Divil a bit, but MiAbter Frank wants yez."
· A darky black as coal came tumbling up out or tbe cabin. He
dnckea and scraped bef~re Frank.
"Barney and Pomp," said the young inventor, "1 have decided
when to start upon t3e new trip!"
Both servitors looked delighted.
"Yez don't m.ean It, sor!"
"Golly! amn't dat line?"
Pomp cut a pigeon wing nod Barney turned a handspring.
"Yt>s," continued Frank, "it will be in three days, and I want you
to have everything in readiness. Do you understand!"
"Yo' can bet we does!"
"Begorra it'll be so!"
Both were about to dart away when Frank said sharply:
"Hold on!"
I ,
"Yas, sah."
"I'rJQ not done with you yet;"
, ~.l ~
" A'right, sab.''
·
·• I beg yez pardon, sor."
"There will be no extra man in our crew on this trip.''
"An extra man is it, sor! Shure we kin do all the worruK.''
"You don't nnderstand, This man is a passenger. He is going
wi th us to subserve the ends of scieuca.''
Barney and Pomp listened resl!sctfully. Ot course they could not
demur.
.. Now I want you to hnve n stateroom all ready for him. Calculate
upon enough ext:ra provisions, Pomp. · In fact, reckon upon nn extra
man in the party.''
Pomp ducked his head.
·• A'rigbt, snb!" he said. "I'se gwine to cook fo' jes' as .many as
yo' says. I'se bound to obey ordera, sah !"
"Very good!" said Frank, "let me see bow well you will do it."
Barney and Pomp were about to return to the cabin when a st rt·
ling- thing occurred.
There wns a sudden terrific .explosion, the outer wall of tbe yard
went into tbe air in fragments full n h.mdred feet. Frank Reade, Jr.,
wns con&cious or the fact that the earth was rocking beneath bis feet,
and then became insensible.

3

A cry of joy escaped Barney's lips, and be dashed water in Frank's
face. The young inventor was quickly himself agulo.
The neise of the explosion had of course attracted people from all
quarters in the vicinity.
People come rushing in from the street, the workmen from the shops
and a sort or panic reigned.
But Frank Reade, Jr., was now on his feet and quickly straigbtened
matters oul.. .
In the confusion he was cool and calm as need be.
Policemen were q:Jlckly at work trying to fin·d n solution · of the
mystery, and it was quickly found. ,
In the debris tbere was fouod 'tbe body of a mnn frightfully mangled.
He was .at once recognized as the author of nll the trouble.
His l)nme,was David Vane, and he was a noted Anarchist, .who im·
agined that it was his duty to destroy tbe iron worlis or Frank Reade,
Jr.
It was indeed a fortunate thing that nobody but the projector of
the infamous scheme himself bad been killed.
The orowd ctispered after a time and the affair terminated.
But Fr11nk Reade, Jr., caused the break in I be wall to be quickly
boarded in, and this kept out the persistent crowd or sigbt~eers who
were anxious to inspect the submarine boat.
The Clipper's injuries were quickly repaired, and there waa therefore no delay in the arrangements for the start upon the gr·eat cruise.
At length the day came,
'
Everything was in ship-sbapr. order.
From the morning train Clifford Carlton alighted. He had made
all preparations to go upon the famous trip.
The tank in which the submarine bo11t rested, wns connecttd with
a· canal lending through locks down into tbe river, which in turn led
to the sea.
Into this canal tlie boat was floated: Frank nod Clifford Carltoll
stood on the deck, Bnrnev was in tbe pilot-llouse, nnd Pomp below.
Fronk bad left the machine works in charge of a competent fore·
mnn. All the employees bid good-bye to the voyagers with n cheer.
This was taken up outside the yard by a host of excited people, who
were wailing for a glimpse·of the famous .submnr.ine wonder. ·
•
As the Clipper glided down into the river, it wns seen that its banklil
were lined with people. A great about went up.
Tbus the Clipper left Readestown .arnid great enthusiasm. Tbe voyagers stood on deck unLit a bend in the river hiq the town from view.
The great trip was begun.
How would it terminate or what adventures tbe future held in store
for them, of course the voyagen bad no means of knowing.
·
But they were setting forth with stout hearts and conlllleoce in the
Clipper. This was half the battle.
The journl)y down the river to the sea· wns devoid or incident. In
due time· it was reached.
Then the Clipper began her voyage in earneat. Cleaving her way
through the bea_vy rollers, she made good speed to the southward •
Frank did not intend to stop at any port, or to abate the speed of
the Clipper until after Cape Horn was rolir.ded I)Dd Ecuador wns
reached.
This part or the voyage was long and tedious.
The Clipper was an extremely fast snller, but ye' It was a long
willie ere the Straits or Mn~ellan came into view, arid (he passage
from t)le Atlantic to the Pacillc wa~ quickly made.
Arouod Adelaide Island, and strnigbt to tbe north, the Clipper held
its course.
Smooth seas were now encountered nod 11. ·milder climate. The
Clipper maje fast time.
One day the coast of Ecuador was sighted. Frank took his bearlogs and found that they were hardly two hundred miles from Pe·
cbuco.
CHAPTER II.
Tbe next day the Clipper entered the little harbor and dropped auchor. It was a relief indeed to get a good and near view or the land.
THE GREAT TRIP IS BEGUN.
There were a few vessels of the trading type tn the harbor. These
BARNEY and Pomp, on the deck of the submarine boat, bad come regarded the submarine boat with· wonder.
Frank went ashore for a few bours, and eve:~ interviewed the gov·
out of the explosion unscathed.
Both were burled into the wa~er of the tank, nod this was probably ern or of the little town.
Quite
a number of the natives came down td the shore to ~al{e a
wbnt saved them.
,
'
A terrible scene of wreck and ruin it wns which both beheld wlien look at the strange vessel.
Dozens of _canoes and light craft throngt>d about the Clipper and
they came to the o;urface and the dust bad cleared a triUe.
/!.. fearful explosion had taken place.
. Barney and Pomp, both or wbom understood Spanish, bad a good
'l'be outer wall and the corner of oce of tbe shops was a heap of time chaffing the natives.
T,he Clipper was given a thorough underhauling here, for it was
ruins.
Heaps of dqbris lay everywhere. Much had fallen Into the tank. The imperative tbat she should be in excellent trim.
She would travel a good ways uotl~r the sut:face and any defect in
Clipper bnd not escaped.
Her pilot-house was IJadly dented, and some of the handrail was her me0bnnisrn would be fatal indeed to the voyagers.
Her machinery was overbauled, tested nnd oiled. The chemical
missin~r from her deck.
•
The fact that · she sat so low in the water was what h!ld saved her generator was charged afresh, nod then all was declared ir: readines~.
Two days sufficed for this. On the morning or the third Frank
from destruction.
"Mither av Moses!" gasped Barney, as be crawled out of the came on deck and announced that the start was to be made.
Barney and Pomp rushed into the pilot house with Frank. Cliftank. "Pbwat the divil is the matther! Is it sthruck by loightning
ford wentti'nto the cabin and to one of, tbe big observation windows.
we areT"
"Golly! I done fought I was trowed ober de moon!" Exclaimed '
Frank took his bearings carefully and set his course.
This would lirst extend through the Gnlopngos Islands. Then there
Pomp.
Dripping wet but uubnrmed: they climbed out of the tnok; tluin they would be a clear course for hu!ldreds of miles into the archipelagoes
saw Frank lying imconscious.
..
of the Central Pncillc.
With a wild, solicitous cry, Barney was quickly by Frank's side.
Frank placed his hand upoc the electric key-board. '
He pressed the lever, which closed and_ hermetically sealed every
"Ocb bone! Misther Frank is 'killed entoirely!'' be cried. "Bad
door around the boat.
cess to the omadhoun that did it!"
Then with tbe prow of the Clipper pointing to tbe westward, he
But Frank moved and opened bis eyes; for~unatety · he was only
stunned nod not at !ill injured bodily.
' pressed tbe lever which opened the valves of the big reservoir.
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"Bu~if you should get in the vortex made by the mon ste r's tail
There was a alight shock, a rumbling noise, tlle Clipper trE'mbled
you would stand a chance to be ov'e1·come!"
slightly, and then, with a rusll, went out of the sigllt of day.
"I shall have to _risk that," sard Frank. "Something must be done
Down to the bottom of the seu., iu sixty fathoms of water, went the
to save the boat.''
submarine boat.
" But what will you tJe able to do after you get out there!"
The transition ' for a moment ma<l e everything dark aboard the
" I shall first kill the !ish."
Clipper.
.
"K1ll him!"
But Frank instantly pressed an electric button, and every electric
"Yes!"
light aboarct was ablaze.
·
It was as if they had been suddenly transferred to fairy land.
'' Will not that be difficult! He is such a mons ter it would take a
The young scientist, Clifl"urd Carlton, was completely spellbound. good while to cut your way Into a vitnl part."
He pressed close to the observation window, studying every wocder·
"That is not my plan,'' declarell Frunk. " I wtll show you very
quicl\ly how I shall do that,"
ful thil•g which his gaze could select.
"It is grnn11!" he cried, ecstatically. "There is nothing above
" I am much ·interested," declare :I tbe young scientist.
these depths or on land which can com)lare with tllem at all."
Barney bad now produced the diving suit, which was of Frank's ow n
" Indeed it is a beautiful sight," agreed Frank, " but you will see invention, and truly a wonderful aflair.
grander things before the voyage is over."
In general it resembled the ordinary diver's suit, but the life-line
" Ob, this is worth half my life!'' cried Cliffo~d.
and air-pump wa9 dtsplaced by a chemical reservoir wlticb the diver
The Clipper rested for a moment upon a bed or pure, white sand, was able to carry upon his bacK. ·
This furnished tile purest of oxygen for hours, and enabled the diver
studded with coral growth.
Then it rose gently to a bmght of some twecty feet above the ocean to travel about unimpedE:d by a multiplicity of lines.
bed and shot forward.
Frunk proceeded to don the suit. Barney attempted a protest.
" Shure, Misther Frank," he crjed, " yez should' let me go. If anyIt required constant care and a sharp watch in the pil.lt·liouse .to
thing should happen to yez, phwat the divil wud the rist uv U9 do?''
su.il t!Je submarine boat.
.
" 1 thank yotJ f()r your kindly solicitude,'' said Frank, with a laugh,
Huge bowlders, or coral reefs at any moment might loom up in its
•
path.
" but tlo not fear. I shall not be harmed.''
'l'lui young inventor was now ready to leave the boat.
These it was necessary to evade, either by going around or over
them.
What was done must certainly be done quickly for the fish was
Then the leviathan fish or great sea monster would e~say an attack floundering about most furiously.
upon the Clipper.
'l'uere was momentary danger that the clipper would break in two
It was necessary to avoid a collision with these, though once Barney or suffer some other fatal injury.
Frank entered the vestibule which led out upon the deck.
nearly wrecked the hoat by an unavoida'Jle incident.
He carried a wire witb him which was connected wttll the dynamos,
Frank and Clifford stood by one of the observation windows. · Pomp
and bud a steel painted lance auuclted to its end.
was in t'le cooking galley.
Once in the vestibule, Fr nk arranged the wire through a small
Suddenly Barney felt Ius hair literally rise on end.
aperture in the door provided with a vahe.
He was approacl)ing the face of a huge corul cliff.
Tlten be closed the door' into the cabin and stood alone in the vesIn Its lace yawned a deep moothed cavt~rn. As the submarine boat
tibule.
\
. .
ahot before this, a huge fish of the whale species darted out.
It' -vas' d1rectly in the path of the Clipper.
It was but a moment's work to press a valve and the-vestibule was
filled with water.
'!'here was no avoiding a collision.
Opening the outer door, Frank walked safely out on deck;
Barney jammed the propeller lever back, but the momentum of the
boat carri&d it forward.
He was obliged to cling to the rail as he worked his way forward,
so violently did the boat rock.
There was a terrific shock.
Tbose in the cabin watched him anxiously. Upon. his success the
Everythin~ aboard the boat went tumbling and cr-!lsbing in every
safety of all depended.
direction. Frank and Clifford went sailing over chairs and table.
Frank carried the lance in hie hand and worked his way along unt1l
Pomp dove head first into his tlour barrel.
When be came up gasping, he was nearer a white man than he had .he was near the fish's head.
ever hoped to bA.
The creature was·making viOlent eflorts to free itself from th ~ ram,
"Golly fo' glory'" he gasped. " Wha.' hab happened? Dat fool but was unable to do so.
Frank waited until he was dormant again.
l'ishman hub jes' gone an' wrecked dis ar boat as suab as snuff!"
Then he poised the lance very carefully. Taking accurate aim he
launched it at the lish.
CHAPTER Ill.
It struck him right back of tbe gills, and was driven deep into the
flesh. The pain of the wound caused bim to renew his thrashing&.
STRANGELY ANCHORED.
The violent rocking of the boat threw Frank from bis feet, but he
"GooDNESs!" exclaimed Cliff<lrd, as he pulled himself out of a cor- quickly recovered his balance.
ner with an aching collar bone. "What on earth happened, Frank!"
He bad given Barney directions what to do before leaving the cabin.
'rhe young inventor was crawling out from an entanglement with
The Celt saw that It was his opportunity.
the table legs.
He pressed the electric key and sent t,he current into the wire. The
"We've struck something," he replied with an effort. "Barney! efl"e ct was instantaneous.
are you there!"
·
As the fearful shock was transmitted from the imbedded lance to
"Shure an' pbwat'li lift o:v me!" came back the distant reply.
the fish's viLals, it gave a convulsive throe and lay quite still.
" What's happened!" ehouted I<'rank.
Volt after volt was sent coursing over the wire. Tbe deadly work
"Shure there's the divil to pay!"
1
was most complete.
·This was certainly probable, as the electric boat was rocking and
The pre~ ent danger to the submarine boat was averted.
gyrating;ruriously.
·
.
But it yet remained a prisoner, the weight of the body or the fish
Frank staggered into the pilot-house.
impaled upon the ram anc!10ring it most eflectually.
The sigut which met hf's gaze there was an astoonding one.
There was .no way but to cut the ram "out of the llsh's body. This
Glancing forward through the plate glass windows, he saw the was no light work.
cause or the mischief at once.
But Frank went to work at 1t pluckily. Seeing tha t he
The r&lll of the boat ~ad literally impaled the huge fish. It was was making slow progress, Barney volunteered, and went out to as.
desperately striving to get away, but this seemed lmpossibiA.
slst him.
There was the momentary danger t.hat the Clipper woold be overFreed of its incubus the submarine boat was now alile to go ahead
turned, or at least badly damaged against the reef.
once more.
But what was to be done!
Fr!lnk and Barney returned to the cabin safely.
" Begorra, Misther Frank!" cried the stupefied Celt. "I tbrfed
It was a fortunate escape for the Clipper. There was good reason
ivery way I cud to git out av the crather's way, but I cudn't do it, for mutual co!lgratulation.
sor!"
"On my word!" exclaimed Clifl"ord. "I was sure that we woul d
"You did well enough, Barney!" cried Frank, "but the ques!ion is not escape destruclion. That was a very powerful ftsb!" ·
how are we going to get rid :>f til\! incubus?"
.
·
"Indeed it was!'! agreed Frank. " We escaped lucki ~ !"
"That is a serieus question!'' cr~ed Clifford, who had come upon the
The Clipper now went booming on its way once more.
scene.
It was really an enjoyable sensation to travel un der water in t ha't
" But it mus ~ be done!'' declar.ed Frank, "or the monster will way. Perhaps the one who enjoyed it the most was Clifford Carl ton.
thrash us all to pieces tt'
"H is like a wonderrul dream I'' he declared, " truly this is the exThe huge lish was beating the water furiously with his tail. This perience of a lifetime!"
twisted and wrenched the Clipper mos t seriously.
For anQtber day the Clipper kept on at even speed.
For a time the voyagers were in a desperate sM·ait.
Long sandy plains were traversed, deep valleys among hi gh hills
'],'hen Frank Reade, Jr.'s inventive genius ca.ne to the rescue.
threaded and tremendous abysRes crossed.
,; I think I have a n idea!" he cried.
All sorts an1 manner of quee~ lishes and other denizens of the deep
" Phwat is it, sor?'' cried Barney.
·
were aeon.
"Go down into the lower cabin and bring up the diving suits,"
There were coral caves, shining grottoes, blue caverns, and all man..
commanded FI'nnk. "You w1ll find them in a locker down there.''
ner of wonderful speclacles.
"Diving suits!'' exclmmQd Cliflord. "Would you dare venture out
As Frank had predicted, the fur ther they ad vanced into t he Central ·
there, Frank?"
P acific th e more wonderful the bed of Lhe sea became.
" Why, certainly!"
When Carlton chanced to see some specially beautiful specimen

•
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for which he felt a desire he bad only to speak to Frank anti .tte Clip-~ It also gave him a fearful chill.
· .
per was at once stopped.
·
.
· "My God!'' be exclaimed, "It is a traveling quicksand!"'
Some one of the p.a rty would don a diving suit and go out and re·
He alone was familiar with ·the nature of tuese curi,ons deep sea
cover tt.
phenomena.
In this way the voung scientist was rapidly adding to his collection. 1 Certain powerful undercurrP-nts meet, and roll up in ~heir volume
Of course this made him immensely happy. In fact be was in a huge masses 6f shiftmg saud WQich are sometimes carried many miles
transport of keen enjoyment.
to another part of the sea.
For days things thus progressed most evenly.
'
There they may meet some obstacle to break or cut their volu'lle,
There was no trouble with tba mechanism of the boat.
and they will instantly settle about this object frequently burymg it
The electric generator furnished the best and the purest of air _for many feet deep.
·
tile craft.
.
.
These treacherous shoals or movable islands are frequently formed,
';he ~lectrlc _engme worked like a charm:
.
,
a positive menace to the mariner.
• Tilt~ boat IS the most wou,ierful of allmventtons, Frankl declarWith awful horwr Frank salt that the submarine ~oat was directly
ed the young ~cien tlst, "its equa_l was never !f!ad~,!" .
.
in the path of the shirting sands.
"I am afratd you are · stretcbmg that a_llttle! sa1d Frank wJlb a
"My God!" he groaned. "We are likely to find an eternnl tomb.''
la~gh. "A_re y~u not!"
.
.
.
.
. ..
" WI.Jat is that?" gasped Carlton. "Will it engulf us!"
'Not a btt of tt. The Clipper ts a mighty trmmph of genms.
" Yes!" reJllittd Frank, " unless the current Is sutnciently strong to
Frank, who was extremely modest, withdrew before he co.uld be carry it over us."
made subject to any more su~h ~lfusi_ve compliments. Though he hull
Appalled anll for a time speech.less the voyagers watched the ~Poo reason., to doubt the..others swcer1ty.
proach of the seeming deuti.J.
Thus for days the Clipper kept on.
Nearer every moment the rolling cloud of sands came
But.thrlllihg adveot~~es were in store~
Frank could see no way to break the deadly advance:
It Is said tt>at calamities never come smgly. The truth of thts metA cannon shot fired into it would llave done it, just as a waterspout is annihilated.
aphor was soon demonstrated.
1'he Clipper o~e day was ~unniog smoothly across a sandy · plain,
But ~o do this_was impossible, for they bad no cannon. To get out
when suddenly 1t came to an tnstact stop. . .
.
. of the way of the cloud was impossible also.
So Rudden was the stop, that It was percepttbly felt m every part or 1 When the machinery had given out it bad pot a check upon the
t be boat.
pneumatic engine aa well os the electric engine; the boat could not
ue sent to the surfatle.
'
·
Frank, who was in the cabin, rushed out to the pilot-bouse.
"What is the mat~ert'' he cried, rushing up to Barney.
There ~as certainly no way but to meet their fnte and trust in
The Celt was mystl tlell.
Providence.
" Shure, sor, the divil a bit can I tell!'' be cried, " but the boat
The next moment the sifting sands were whirling about the Clipper.
came to a quick sthop, sor, an' all so sudden that it nearly put me
They revolved about it like a wiodmg sheet. It was seemingly a
troo der window, sor!"
sea, snow storm.
Frank looked out or t he window and saw tha~ tile boat rested upon deep
Over the d€ck and into the crevices sifted the whirling sand.
the sandy bed of the plain.
Deeper it became and higher it rose over the windows. Soon the
glass of the obaervation windows wns blocked. with one wall of saud.
It was a loose, light stuff, but nevertheless of sutncient tenacity to
CHAPTER IV.
cling to the submarine boat and bury it.
BURIED I N A SAND DRIFT ,
Nothing could be seen from ti.Je windows. The creaking of the deck
THEN an inkling of the truth llawned upon Frank.
told of the ponderous weight upon it.
" I have it!" be Cried. " Some pr1rt of the machinery has given
It wn.s a horrible rellectioo.
out!"
With starting eyeballs the voyagers sat and stared blankly at each
" Begorra, I'm of that moind mesilf!". agreed Barney. " Shure, sor, other.
, it cud be nothio·g else!"
No one could v~>ntnre a piau, none could vouchsafe 11 word of hope.
~
" You struck nothing!"
Wbnt was to be done!
" Di vil a thin!!, sor !"
" God help us!" said Carlton, hollowly. "Are we never to see the
" How far were you from the bottom . when the shock came?"
light of day again!''
" About twenty feet, sor."
" Bego~ra, it's buried intoire!y we are!" cried Barney. "Shure,
"Then It must be that the machinery has given out," declared we'll oiver be able to dig our wr.y out av this!"
Frank ... ·•:I will see to it."
"Golly, an' I done fo'got to say mah prayers!" groaned Pomp.
At ·this moment Pomp came upon the scene.
" Is tbere co chance for us, Frank!" exclaimed Carlton, Lensely.
" I done bear somefiu~ snap in de engine room, Marse Frankl'' he
"Yes,'' replied the young inventor, "but it is a scant one."
cried.
.
" Ah, whut is It!"
" Then I will lind i•t'' cried Frank.
" Some tim·e, perhaps in a few hours, p~rhaps not for centuries, the
He rushed rlown into the engine room. He quickly saw what was
currents may meet , again in tins spot and whirl all thi3 sand away to
t he matter.
·
One or the journals had become displaced aqd the machinery was another spot. We wilt emerge from our deep sen grave then."
"And not until then?''
clogged by this. It was an unfortunate break and would require some
,.. I fear not!"'
•
time for efficient repair.
" Is there no way!"
Frank's face grew long..
" 1 see none!"
"What is the matter?" cried Carlton, as he came tumbling down
Carlton groaned in horror.
t he stairway.
"
This is awful!'' be cried. " Let us see if we at least cannot ?ig
"The worst has happened!" declared Frank. "Now our machinery
our way out of this bank!"
has gone back on us!"
" What good would ~hat do! We would then be many fathoms from
" Is it a brenk which cannot be repaired?" asked Cur! ton, aghast.
the surface, nod perhaps hund~eds (!f miles from any island.''
"Oh, no, but it will delay us some while. Perhaps two days!"
This was true, ·as all knew.
" Yet it can be repaired !"
For a time great despondency oppressed all. Then Frank Reade,
"Oh, yes!"
" Well," cried the scientist, cheerf.ully, " let us be thankful that it J r., who was always plucky, ci.Jeere:l them up with an anoounce111ent.
"I am "'Oiccr to try and break .my way out ot this drift," he de·
is no worse. If J can help you, Frank, call on me."
"I may need your help!" said the dismayed inventor, " but I will clared. ,? As ~oon as we get the mach~nery repaired, I will apply the
pneuma~ic force to the reservoir. P~.>rhaps the pumping out of the
let you know later."
water will cnus'l the boat to lighten nod break its way through with
Frank threw oft' his coat anq at once began work.
·
Barney who waa a skilled machinist helped him. Pomp remainetl. the aid of the propeller.''
"Hurrah!" cried Carlton, " let us try that by all menus?''
i n the pilot-house with Carlton to guard against any possible danger.
At
once
work
was
resumed
on
the
machinery by Frank and Barney.
For ho•trs Franlt and Barney worked on the broken journal.
It was calculated that. they could extst aboard the Clippllr for a year
Then an incident occurred to break up the work for a time. Indeed,
with good care.
it was a disaster which threatened the destruction of the boat.
The cbetnical generators would last iodelloitely anrl t)le stores were
Pomp anti Carlton, in the pilot boose, first saw it.
The searc-hlight lit up the sea for many yards ahead. Objects were in p!ent.y.
·
So altogether all felt more hopeful.
quite plain.
' ! Why, I believe we could dig the boat out in th11t time!" declnred
Suddenly what looked like a black wall came slowly surging into
view. Jt was coming straight down upon the Clipper.
Clifford.
•
" We mi~ht make a good trial!" agreed Frank; "it depends upon
Pomp stared at the strange manifestation and cried :
" Golly saltes, wba'ebber am dat ling I'd like to know!"
the depth of sand over iJs!''
" I don't believe it is over a few feet!"
" Mercy on us!" exclaimed Carlton: " it is coming right down upon
•• Ab, it may be two hundred!"
us !"
•.• In that event we are forever lost!''
"Marse Frank!" yelled Pomp ; "fo' de lub ob Hebben come
" At least we will nut give up yet!" cried Frank.
quiclt!"
Withm twenty-four hours Frank and Barney had replaced the journFrank heard the call of alarm, and he and Barney left their work at
once.
nl and straightened out the machinert.
The reservoir was full of water..
Up the stairway to the pilot house they sprung. A glance told
Frank started the pneumatic pump.
Frank the truth •
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It was of tremendous power, and in a few moments the escaping
watAr bacl made a literal tunnel in the sand.
This seemed easily displaced, and was evidently not pacs:ed very
solid.
This fact gave Frank m.ucb hope. But the fact yet remained after
much pumping that the buoyany of the boat was not sutlichmt to raise
it nn inch In the sand.
'
It was anchored for good apparently. Once more the spirits of the
submarine voyagers were depressed.
But'as before Frank Reade, Jr., came to tlie rescue in his cheerful
manner.
" W:e are not beat yet!" he said. "I have another plan!''
" What is it~·· asked Clifford.
" First I want to see if we. can tunnel through this drift!" said the
young inventor, ".then I can judge whether my new plan will work or
not.''
·
'
,
" A tunnel, eh?" cried Carlton. " Give me a spade. I am with
you I"
There were shovels aboard the Clipper. All of the voyagers donned
their diving suits.
Then Frank opened the vestibule door and went out.
As he had hoped, the snnd wa3 very loosely packed nbout the boat.
In digging the tunnel, the -superfluous sand was trodden solidly under
foo~. this ieaYing n sutlicent passage.
But before long the difficulty of this plan was quickly made mani·
fest.
'l'he sand tunnel would cave in and threatened the burial of tile
projectors. What was to be done!
Discomfited, Frank returned to the cabin of the Clipper; But even
in that moment a new idea occurred to him.
Water could be drawn from the sands by suction nnd Frank dug 'a
well just oft' the deck of the Clipper.
Into this be placed a hose connected with the pneumatic reservoir
pumps.
Setting the pumps at work, he was much gratified to lind that he
had tilt'! magic combination.
The volume of, water from the hose was powerful, for the pumps were
capable of tremendous pressure.
Tbis directed against tile sand bed began to rapidly disintegrate it.
As fast as the water was pumped from the well in Lhe sand, it ran
into it again.
·
This made the deslrahle circulation and was most etl'ective.
. Gradually a large cavity _began to form about the submarine boat.
And the upper pressure of the sand being relieved, the boat began
:.:radually to rise from its bed. Sand tilled in unlierit and macle a firm
dupport.
1t was only a foOt or so at a time, but it was progress, and this was
the main point.
Gradually the boat was thus raised from its &andy grave.
One fortunute thing was tb ~ t the depth wa9 not great. Only fifteen
feet of the sand covered the deck.
This was suddenly displaced and - water from above rushid down.
It was a question now only of time.
Frank kept at work with the bose clearing the sand away. The sub·
marine boat kept rising.
·
.
'
Suddenly it made a leap upward. It cleared the deposit or sand and
would have gone up many fathoms to the surface.
But Frank opened the reservoir and filled it· once more w1th water.
The Clipper remained suspended in the ocean currAnt once again.
The shifting sands bad all settled in a compact. mass.
But they were cheated of their prey. Tile. 11uhmnrine boa~ bad
tbrown off the deadly yoke.
Therol were yet tons of sand on the deck and it filled all crevices.
But Frank did not attempt to clean this otl· by any lnborious process.
He knew that the quick passage of the boat through the water
would wash it clean enough.
Carlton and Barney and Pomp were overjoyed at their release from
the sands.
" A new lease of life!" cried Clifford; " thanks to your clever work,
Frank, we still live!"
" And I have a strong belief that we shall make this~trip under the
Equator with comf>lete success!" declared Frank; "if we 'do not I
'shall be very much disappointed."
·
CHAPTER V.
THE. 1'ROPICAL ISLE.

No time was wasted in the .VIcinity. · The submarine boat was
quickly put under way.
None of the crew had any special desire to linger in the vicinity.
So the ClipJ)er shot away once more upon her course.
.
But ey~ts were following each other ln swift succession. Suddenly
Frank, wllo was in the piiot.bouse, gave a great cry.
"What is It!" ask.ed Carlton, breathles~ly, as he rushed In upon
Frank.
1
"Look!" cried .the young .inventor, "do _you see anything unusual?"
"My soul!" exclaimed Cli!Iord. "We are going up a mountain."
" So it eeems!" said Frank, " but the truth is, we have come to
land!"
·
"To land?''
" Yes~ We are nearing the• shores probably (,If an island. We
shnll encounter many such before we reach Borneo!"
It is needless to say that young Carlton was interested.

' I

l"

Will you not go around it?'' be asked. ,
"No!" replied Frank. "I am going to the surface antl ' make an
examiuation of this island. I~ may toe one which is noL on record."
This was a welcome announcement to the young scientist.
He saw the opportunity to make further research, and so he for a.
t{me forgot the thrilling incidents which had occurred.
Up the sutmariue rise went the Clipper slowly. It was necessary
to nse greaLcare.
. .
For there stood in the way bnge reeks, clltls and many other ou·
stacles, which the I.Joat might strike at any unguarded moment.
'
But it did .not, and sudtleuly the electric light began to grow pale.
"Here we •go!" cried Frank.
"Up into the light of day shot the submarine boat. It was quite a
remarkable transition for the voyagers.
A wonderlul scene it was which was spread to view.
The suhmarine boat rolled in the ground swell of a bi1y. Directly
m the facEt was tile islanu, which was a literal gil ln.
• The ligllt of day wns extremely welcome to the voyagers after tlJeir
long period at the bottom or the deep.
They crowded out upon the deck and all engaged in a critical survey of the shore before them.
The isle was of the character quite common in that part of the Pacitic.
It was tropical, and waving palms and jungle growth were plainly
visible from the deck of the Clipper.
· There wus a tJahny fragrance in the air, which was delightful, and
the spirits of all felt the good eflect.
"Is it not splendid!" cried· the scier.tist, "how I will t>njoy·putting
my foot on land again!"
" It looks hke a sizable island!" declared Frank. " I wonder what
it is called on the chart?"
" Shnll we not go a@hore!" asked Clifl'ord.
"You and Barney may go now il you choose. I am going first to
t.ake my bearings. I want to learn wbe,ther I have greatly departed
from the line of the Equator or not."
·
·
"All right!" cried Clitl'on! joyously. " Are you ready, Harney!"
·• Begorra, yez may be sure av that!" cried the Celt readily. "I'm
wid ·yez ivery toimel''
_ .
Pomp looked eager but did not demur. ' Frank said:
" Wait awhile, Pomp; we will have our time Inter! Probably we
will have to go ashore and pnll them out of a scr:1pe anyway."
The young inventor's words ·were prophetic, •as after events proved .
There were aboard the submarine boat a number of· light canoe~
for landing purposes a}Jd just such a cantingency ns the present.
One or these was brought out ond launched from the deck.
Clifford and Barney were armed with rifles and geological tools.
Thus equippefi, they paddlEJd to the shore.
Frank proceeded to take his observations.
The result was that be found to his gratification that they were
scarcely hair a league out of their cour~e.
'
Barney and Clifford bad now been absent some whil!l.
•
Reaching the sbore they drew the canoe out of the .water and carried it far up among the clifls.
"Now, Barney!" said Clifford, "let us begin our explorations.
Had we not better strike right Into the interior!"
" Begorra, sor!" cried the Celt, "that is for .yez to decide. But if
I war axed fer my opinion I should think it would be bettber to go
along the shore for a ways!"
I
"Ab, and what would be the special advantage of that!"
"Shure, 8or, we cud Ink for SOII,!e high cliff to cloimb an' fu's t get
a v1ew av the island, sor. Then we cn<t tell if tbere war any canmbals or the Ioikes av thim, which we moight axidintlv stburnble upon
in any other way. Suit yesilf, sorl''
.
Clifford perceived the logic of the Celt's reasoning at once.
He exclaimed:
.
" You are right, Barney. We will follow your ideas !"
So they set out along the shore. Passing around ~~ bend, the submnrine boat passed from sight.
Clifford found new wonders upon every hand as he passed along.
He discovered beautiful nnd rare shell fish in the sands, a nd wonderful mineral evidences in the ·clitl's.
"This island is geologically rich," he declared. "This is indeed a
treat, to be enabled to explbre it."
.
" Begorra, I'm aftbllr hoping there is no cannibals on it," said
Barney, with a shrug or his shoulders.
"Ab,'' exclai!'(led Cl)fl'ord, "it seems to me you stand much in fear
of ~hose gentry."
" Bejabers, there's good raison for it," averred Barney. "They be
the di1ilsl Shure, I've no inclinat-ion to be roasted and ate up aloive!"
'' Nor I, for that matter,'' replied Clifford, Iaugliing at Barney's
earnestness, "but we will hope that nothing of the kind will occur."
" Shure, I hope not, sor!"
They were now approaching a high eminence, which formed a part
or the precipitous clifl.
Barney exclaimed:
,.
"Phwy not climb that, sor?"
" All right!" agreed Clifford; "let it be so!"
So Barney led .the wt.y up the ateep ascent. The further up they
went the wider and grander was the view.
Clifl'ord was spell-boom! at its mighty scope. He was more than
anxious to reach the summit.
This was soon accomplished.
And there, below the VO\Vagers, was spread the interior or the islan .I
in its entirety.
·
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n was a wonderful spread of landscape peculiar to a tropical
region.
There were plains and mountains, rivers and creeks, and small
hikes. Deep jnngles an<l wild f1.rests.
In abort, a diversity of scenery, such as it would have been difficult
to find under,otber circumstances, or In any other part of the world.
Clifford gazed upon it spell-bound.
•
" The fiora of this Island Is something wonderful!" he. finally ejaculated. " What of its fauna?"
But this seemed complete also.
The branches of the trees and the air held a variety .of beautiful
birds, whose gay plumage and rippling songs were most enlivening.
A cougar was seen upon a distant. tree trunk. Small· goats fjld upon
a I.Jillsid& near. Rabbits were ill the brush. Truly ti.Jis was a wonderful island.
" What an island Eden!" crted Clifford; "strange if r.ll these wonders are not presided over by man!"
Thus far no sign of a human heing had been seen.
.
But now from above distant tree tops a column of smoke was seen
ascending high in air.
_,
"A foirel" crie1.1 Barney. "Shure, bOr, the island is inhabited!''
'l'he young scientist gazed at the distant smoke as if he were loath
to believe this.
" From what other caustt can that smoke arise?" he muttered. " It
must be in very truth that this gem 6f au island is the abode of favored human beings."
CHAPTER VI.
THE

C ASTAWAY,

THE smoke certainly seemed to support the theory that Lbe island
was inhabited.
There could be no volcano upon tbat flat tract of forest land. The
smoke .:ould not arise from any easily explained natural caose.
. " Begorra, I towld yez sol" cried Barney, wildly. " Wud yez Ink
at that, sor? Shure, it's the cannibals!''
Barney's exclamatton seemed not at all far fetchea,
The sight which caught Clifford's gazt> caused him to exclaim:
"Cannibals! Can it beT"
Across au opening or clearing opoo Ute bank of a. river a number
of human forms were seen to pass.
They were half naked and beyond doubt savages.
All carrred javelins, and one or them bad a goat slung over his
shoulder which seemed evidence that tboy had been on a hunt.
Whether they were cannibals or not it was not easy to say. But
Barney called attention to one startling fact.
" Sbilre, sort'' he cried. " Wud yez see that man io the middla av
them wid his bands tied behind him. Shure they'll ate him aloivel"
It was true that in the file there marched a. mal\,witb his arms
bound and evid-ontly a prisoner.
At that distance bis appearance was not unlike that of the othera.
"My soul! it can't be a white man, can it?" gasped Clifford.
"I think not, sor," rejoined Barney," it's wan av their own koind!"
Clifl'ord bad forgotten all else in his newly awakened interest in the
cannibals' captive.
The thought that Barney's premise mighJ; be correct, and that these
were really cannibals, fillad bit! soul with horror.
The possibility that the prisoner might, indeed, suffer so terrible a
fate nearly resolved him to go to his rescue.
After solll,e moments' study of the situation, he exclaimed:
"I think it is horrible, Barney!"
" Begorra, so do I, sor!"
"We ought not to stand idly by and see a human being suffer such
a horrible rater•
·
Barney rubbed his hands gleefully at the prospect of lively work.
" Shure, sor, I'm wid yezl" he cried. "If yez say the worrud, I'll
go aown wid ye7. an' make a foight fer to save him!"
"A Ia Robinson Crosoe and man Friday!" laughed Clifford. "All
right, Barney, let us do it."
They noted tbe C<•urse taken by the cannibals.
They marched down to the bank of the river, and proceeded to embark in canoes.
Down the river toward the sea they fioated in these.
It now became a question as to what their destination was to be,
and bow to intercept them.
They ~ere proceeding down the river. To attempt to cut them off
by going through the intervening stretch of ·wood. and jungle seemed
no otter impossibility.
"What shall we do, Bnrney," exclaimed Clifford, in a· quandary.
" They are evidently coming down to the shore.''
" Thin, so!, I'm afther thin kin' the best thing we kin do is to cut
along the shore, sor, an' bead thim off.''
"I think you are right," agreed Clitl"ord. "If we do not succeed
in doing that, we can, at least, follow up the river until we find
them."
No time was to be lost.
Down the cliff they scrambled. Soon they were upon the shore
below.
The mouth or the river could not be far distant. They hastened
along the sands with all speed.
Suddt>nly there came a visible break in the shore line.
"Shure there's the mouth ay the river!" cried Barney. "We'll soon
be there!"
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They redoobled their exertions for lear that the cannibals would
soccee<l in reaching thll point first.
But when they reached the shore of the little bay ma<le by the river
the canoes were not yet in sight.
But turning a little aug e in the bank they came upon a most
astounding scene.
For a momHnt both were too overcome with horror to make much
comment.
There 10 the sands were a number of driven stakes.
They were charred aml blackened, ~o.nd there were ashes, aH a hon t
them. But iu tltese a!!lles were the objects winch gave ti.Jem such horror.
They were human bones.
The disintegrated skeletons of many human beings were scattered
"bout the vicinity.
The truth was easilv seen.
The natives of the beautiful Isle were -indeed cannibals and these
were the remains of some of their victims.
'
" Mither presarve us!" cried Barney, with a shiver, " it'tl n h~rd
lokm' soigbt. I felt sure they were cannibals; I wud have taken me
oath!''
" Well, you goes&ed aright!" enid Clitlord, with fearful repugnance
at the sceqe spread befcre him; "It is a most horrible thing. If I 11;et
a line dra wo on those chaps, I'll cure some (l( them of their fiendish
·
appetite.''
" Bejnbers, that's the koind · of talk I loike!" cried Barney. "I
think "'e'd betther hoide here behind these threes, sor, until they
come along.''
" Yes, if thev come to this spot."
" .Bt>jallers, there they are now!"
The two explorers leaped behina a clump of. palms just in the nick
or time.
Around a t•end and into the little bay shot a canoe load of the cannibals.
·
· Oth'.!rs followed and soon all were In sight. _ They made directly
for tqe former scene of their orgies
" Bejabers, they're coming roigltt here!" cried Barney.
" Let them come,'' said Clifiord, tensely.
Stalwart, b!ack-skined fellows \hey were and hideoosly tattooed.
As they S\'1 ayed at the paddles they mdulged in a strange, weird
chant which resounded curiously upon the air.
Straight for the burnt stalies they came and drove their canoes far
up on the shore.
Then they leaped out and the explorers got a near. view_..of t!Jem.
They were a full score in number.
And now the pri•oner stepued out on the be..ch.
At sight of him Barney nod Clifford gave a mighty start.
"Ye Gods!" gasped Chflord, "it iB~t white man!"·
"Mitber of Mary!" ejaculated the Celt, "lltat is th rue sor,"
Tall and erect was the prisoner, with a complexion burued deeply
lly the tropic suns.
His features were regular and inlellgent. As near as Clifford could
judge, he was a type of seaman. Perhaps a castaway.
liis race showed lines or suflering and anxiety, yet his bearing was
calm, as befitted a brave man going to his death.
The leader of the cannibals, a powerful, evil visaged brute, gave
·some guttural orders to his lollowers.
The prisoner turned his haggard face toward the wretc!:t and cried:
"You dirty dog! Perhaps you think I'm going to make good meat
for yel By tber big whales, I'll choke ye if I ca·n, as sure as my name
la Bill Brace!''
Cliflord knew now for a certainty bat the prisoner was a seaman.
" Barney I" he whuopered, " we must save ·his life!"
"Begorra, I'm wid yez!" repli"d the Celt. "How shall we do it!"
"Oor repeaters are good for halt that. crew or barbarians before
tbev could close on us. Let us pick oor men!"
This W9-8 done.
By ~his time the cannibals had led their victim, Bill Brace, to the
stake and, were bmding him to lt.
"Now!" whispered Clifford.
Both rilies spoke.
Crack-ackl
Crack! Crack-ackl
As fast as the repeaters could be worked the bullets were poured
into the savage borde.
They began to drop right and left. They saw nothing of their assailants but a cloud of powder smoke.
Consternation seized them and they incontinently beat a retreat,
sending a fiight of javelins into the palm clump, however, one or
which cut its way through Barney's sleeve.
Tt,e rescoed sailor was io a paroxysm of delight.
"That's it, friends! Keelhaul 'em!" he shoott)d. "Don't give 'em
a chance. Thank God! ye've come jast in time to save my ltfe.
Whoorayl"
"You are right, we have, friend," cried Clifford, as he ran out and
cot the fellow's bonds. "It was a close pinch for you!"
Bill Brace danced a hornpipe, so delighted was he.
" Great whales!" he eried, " how did ye glt here and where did ye
come from? Why, I don't think any other white men have visited thi9
island for half a century!"
·
"We came here in a submarine boat,"replied Clifford.
Bill Brace looked mystified.
" Blow me if I don't know every craft from a cat-bead to a foil rig-
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The puddles were wielded with all speed until beyond the range of
the poisoned darts and javelina of tile foe.
The submarine boat came into the mouth of the ri\ er to meet the
" A submarine boat," replied Clilford, " is one which tmvels under
canoe.
.
the water."
The result was, that Barney, Clifford and Brace all climbed safely
Bill Brace scratched hie bead.
·• l had a dream t'uther night," he said, " powerfully like this. I aboard.
wond er if I'm dreaming agin!''
The sailor of course reg-arded the Clipper with amazement.
"No!" replied Clifford, decidedly. "I· will prove it all to you, and
· But tbere was no time for special comm•mt just then.
you will understand later. Bur. may I ask how you came here!"
Once on board the Clipper or course the cannibals could be defied.
" Sartin!" replied Bill. "I drifted here!"
Indeed they ball already retreated into the interior or tbe island.
" Drifted?''
Then mutual explanations followed.
"Exactly! Yon sec our ship was t!1e LucHle, brig of Philadelphia,
Bill Brace told his story again, and all were deeply interested. He
bounll for the Cook Islands and Oceania ports. We struck a typhoon appeared to be a bluff, good-hearted type or sailor.
and all her masts went by the hoard.
Frank at once welcomed him aboard the submarine boat.
" We tried to cut 'em away but couldn't, and every man bad to shift
" I don't see how I can do otherwise than take you along with us,
lively for his life. The Lucille turned over all of a sudden and went Mr. Brace!" he said. •· I certainly will not put you back into the
down.
hnnds or the cannibals.''
"I was ·the only man on · board lucky enough to get clear of the
" All of which I appreciate, skipper!" r~ plied Bill, doffing his cap.
vortex. I swam until I found a spar. Then I drilted for twenty "l'!l try an' even up my passag"- Ye'll never ask Bill Brace to obey
hours, and tlnally came to this island. I fell into the hands of the orders. He's allu8 ready when they cum!"
natives, of course. They have kept me for eight weeks tryiog to fr.t
So it came about in this peculiar manner that thfl crew of the Clipme so that I would make good eating. You came up just io time to per was thus augmented by one.
·
fool them."
But on the whole nothing was to be loat by it.
An extra man was really needed aboard the Clipper.
,
There was more than enough work lor Baruey and Pomp and Bill
CHAPTER V.II.
.Brace's services were extremely welcome; he was a thorou~th seaman.
THE CORAL DEPTHS.
Once ·more the submarine Clipper was on her deep water voyage.
BILL BRACE's story was told m a straightforward, candid way.
The island so oddly discovered was soon forgotten in the train of
There was no reason for diebelieviog it.
" We are very glad to have been able to rescue you," snid Clifford. exciti·ng incid~nte which foliowed so quickly.
It was, of conroe; a positive marvel to Bill Brace how the Clipper
" It will not he safe for you to remain longer on thesa islands."
" Jericho!" gasped the sailor, "don't tell me that you don't intend C9uld sail under the Rea.
But he soon became accustomed to the new order of things and
to ship me aboard your craft! I'm a first-class sen man, and am willW()rked in very quickly to become a first-class mun.
ing to be put a!IYIYhere from the f<>'castl e ~o the maintop.''
Indeed
he developed many startling traits which made warm friends
"Unfortunately," laughed Clifford, "we have neitller forecastle nor
or the other voyagers.
maintop on board our sbip."
•· By the ghost of Mother Carey!" cried Brace, "I lil;e this ~t re craft
Brace looked astonished.
"Great wbales!" be ejacillatet!, t' what kind or a craft is your'n! and her skipper right well and I would like to make a regular berth
aboard her!'
I'm mighty curua to see it!"
The Clipper· now entered seas which differed somewhat from those
,. ''And see it you shall," declared Clifford, "but JUSt now I think we
througb which she had been sailing.
na:l oetter make sure of our safety.''
Most won<}erful scenes were of hourly oc~arrence.
·The sailor gave a start. ,
There were great forests of vari-colored coral, and at times it liieern" Right!'' he cried. " I reckon there's another bigger gang coming down behind thill one. We had better git right out an' take no ed as if this wonderful productiOn of the marine insect bad taken almost human shape in the depths below.
chances!"
Thus far, somewhat singularly, not a single sunken vessel had been
" Come, Barney!'' cried Cljfford. " We have got to get back to
ancoun tered. ·
th e Clipper ns qfllCk: as we caur'
Now, however, the first was discovered. Pomp had that honor.
Harney, who had been banging away at the retreating cannibals,
Passing t~rbugh a dark valley, Pomp was in the pilot-house, and
cried:
saw ebadowy outlines at his rigbt which at once excited his curiosity.
" All right, sort''
Then as he turned about, he beheld a sight which gave him a might)( I "Dnt am berry queer," he muttered. "It looks ro• all de world
jes' like a sunken ship. Maybe It am; I done fink I take a good IQOk
thrill.
·
at 1t.''
At the top of his lungs he yelled:
"Luk out there, Misther Clifford! JI'bey're .comiug like divils beWith which the darkey turned the full force of the search light in
hind yczl''
•
that direcUon.
Clifford and Brace turned and bebeld an a8tounding sight.
This showed that his flrst.premise was correct. There was revealed
A tremendous force of the cannibals were corning along the beach. in the brilliant light a dismantled vessel of a type not now seen upon
Retreat was cut off' in, that direction.
the higu seas.
.
What was to he done!
It was incrusted thickly with coral from bull to topma9ts! This
To go in the opposite direction was impossible, for the mouth of was brilliant in the light of the electric.seurch-ligbt.
t he river intervened.
" What a beautiful sight!'' cried . Clifford, enraptured. 11 It looks
To go Into the interior of the ialand, where they might get lost, like a phantom vessel!"
would be extreme folly.
"Stop the boat, Pomp!" cried Frank. 11 Let's take a look at
" Mercy on us!" gasped Clifford; •• we are lost!"
her."
Two rill~s could not hope to hold at bay such a tremendous force. · "A'right, eah!" cried t!1e darky.
The situation was a desperate one.
'l'he submarine boat carne to a stop not twen ty yards from the
Whl\tever was done most be done quicl\ly. This was evident.
sunken ship. All crowded to the observation windows.
" Belay me!" gasped Bill Brace, "I'm beat out now! We're in fer
" Upon my word," cried Frank, " she is an old Spanish galleon,
a squall, shipmate!"
and must haTe laid here for two centuries."
But at this last moment the crack of firearms was heard. Sevdral
"Yes," agreed Clifford, "it has been nearly as long as that siqce
ef the savage crew fell.
vessels or that type cruised in these seas."
Then all eyes wera turned upon a craft wbich had just rounded the
"Messmates," said Bill Broce, excitedly, "there's treasure aboard
point of land and came into the bay.
that bhip, an' you can bet on it!"
It was the Clipper.
" Th.e Spamsh ships all carried lar!!'e treasure,'' agreed Clifford.
The joy or the three cornered men can hardly be described.
"What say you, Frank! Shall we--"
" Hoony!" cried Barney, ·• Shure, iL's the Clipper an' Mist her
"WhatT"
Franld''
"Explore the old wreck?"
" We are saved!" cried Clifford, joyfully. " Frank is right on time!"
"Of course!" cried the yQ.ung inven tor, readily. "Bring up the divThe report Qf their rilles, a few moments before, had been beard by ing snits, Bamey."
Frank and Pomp.
" All roight, sar!''
·
Alarmed at thmr long absence, Frank had started the Clipper slowly
Barney dove down below after the diving apparatus. He soon came
· up with it.
along the shore.
Hearing the t·itle shots, he knew there was trouble, and at once put
He brought up three suits.
.•
on all speed.
"It lays between you and Pomp which shall go with us," said Frank
It was lucky that he had done this. The least bit of a delay longer to Barney.
would have sealed the fate of the three on shore.
''I don e fink it am mah chaince now,'' cried Pomp.
.
The ho~ lire from the submarine boat, and a counter fire from the
"Begorra, Misther Frank has small use· fer th e loikes av yez,"
three me!i on shore, caused a panic among the cannibals.
cried Barney, contemptuously.
Tt;ey ·basitated, and came to a halt.
Just the same, Pomp was elected to go with the explorers. Barivas the desired chance.
ney was disppointed, but too sensible to demur.
river bank the other cannibals had left their canoes. 1
He and Bill Brace were thus left to guard the Clipper until the rebut a moment's work for Clifford to spring into one or these, turn of the explorers.
·
,
others followed.
Frank, Clifford and Pomp soon were ready to leave ~he cabin.
ged clipper.' but I never beard of that kiu•J of a ship before! Say it
agin, mate!''
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UNDER THE
Attired in the diving suits, theysoon had emerged upon the deck
and were directing tl,leir footsteps toward the galleon.
As they neared the ancient ship they saw that bell mouthed cannon
yet gaped from jts port-boles, and npun the forward deck thare was
also a large swivel gun.
All was deeply incrusted with coral which made it difficult to tell
Just wh ether-these guns were of brass or iron.
F mu~ ·mentally noted that the sunken craft carried a good many
~ <JnB for a 'trading galleon.
But in those eJlrly days he remembered that the ancient chronicles
cr<' Liited all sea-going vessels with an ~rmament.
Pirates were plentiful, and the vt>ssel sailing the high seas without
guns and a good stout-hearted crew was apt to !are rather bard.
. It was not difficult work to cross the intervening distancll to the
sunken vessel.
&
Frank was the first to reach it. · The sand had drifted up almost to
a level with one of the ports so that it was not difficult to clamber
aboard.
,
Soon they were upon the deck of the ancient vessel.
A curious scene it was, indeed, which met their gaze and held them
for a time spell-bound.
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However this was, the skeletons all sat erect as in iife, and just as
death bad overtaken them.
What was more, they had all crossed the right hand across the table
as if their last act in life was a mutual oath.
lt was a striking scene.
What the nature of that compact and what the last words upon the
lips of the drowned men only God could tell.
·
It was a deep, awful mystery of the sea depths. It would nevllr be
known on earth.
Neur the cabin stairs the prostrate skeleton of a man wr.s fo•10d.
It was very likely that of a servant who bad attem'Jlled to make his
0~~~

I

For some moments the three divers stood silently gazing "upon the
strange scene.
Then Frank advanced and touched one of the skeletons. It was as
rigi.d as steel.
Upon the table lay a pile of gohl coins. These were intact, for the
water can have no effect upon this precious metal.
Frank picked one of these up ar.d looked at the data. It marked
the yt>ar 1670.
·
.
This 'was milled more than two hundred years previous • . '\'he galleon had bejln long under the sea.
Clifford put his helmet close to Frank's now, and cried:
CIB.PTER VIII.
" Do you think there IS treasure aboard this ship!"
THE SU NK EN OAL [JmN.
" It is possible!" replied Frank. " At least we will search for it."
• OF course but little could I.Je seen of the details of the vessel, ' so . "It would hardly be in this cabin, I think!':
deeply was it incrusted with coral.
" No, these old galleons always bad a treasure chamber in the
But the masts with the rigging were easily delineated, and the gang· bold. Let us look thither."
way with the boats on their davits were complete.
" All right! Will you lead the way!"
And this fact was a suggestion in it~elf.
"Yes."
,
Doubtless the ship had gone down before the boats could possillly
With this Frank passed through the cabin and into the after cabin.
be lowered, which would seem to show that the vessel bad been rid- Here a fearful scene was witnessed.
dled with shot.
Full half a hundred skeletons in various positions were here gatb·
It was not to be expected that any vestige of her crew could be ered.
found remaining.
It was evidence of the sodden sinking of the boat.
But as the divers passed forward all came to a sudden startled halt.
And as Frank passed through this cabin be came to the stairs lead·
There, half reclining against till! rail, were the outlines of a human in~ down into the bold.
·
skeleton.
'
These were well preserved.
Time, the action of the water, 11nd the work of the coral insects had
Indeed, the deeper one got_into the old vessel the better preserved
preserved it in outline if not in exact composition.
it was found to be.
It was quite useless f<>r the explo~ers to attempt conversation under
Upon this lower deck, or the bold, as it was called, was the powder
the water.
magazine .an<l storerooms.
Not unless the helmets Wt>re placed close together could they make
The magazine was well filled with powder, and evidently bad been
themselves be!lrd.
in use when the sbip sunk.
But they could easily employ signs to convey their thoughts, · and
l<'or two skeleto_ns were found at the well in tlie act or hoisting cnn·
d ill so.
lsters of powuer. Another skeleton was in the mag,azine.
Leaving the encrusted skeleton in the spot where it had for so many
This caused Frank a deal or sharp study.
years remained intact, the voyagers passed on forward.
:• Perhaps the ship was 1n action," be muttered. "And yet, why
The entrance to the forecastle was found. But the planking was did so many perish in the cabins!"
rotten, so that they did not venture into it.
But as they passed Iorward from the magazine the swash of the
They turned and retraced their steps aft.
·
outer sea was felt.
This soon brought tlie~ to the main companionway, which led to
Then a huge aperture was revealed in the ship's side.
·
the gun deck.
.
This was plainly made by a solid shot and had been the sinking of
These stairs were fairly sound, and they descended.
The scene upon the gun deck was va ly dlllerent from that of the the veesel. By means of signs the explorers agreed npon th1e.
At the extreme end 0f the hold Frank came npon un iron door. lt
~~~~
'
Here the timbers bad escaped the preserving influence of the coral was set firmly in the oal<en frame, and in its day had been almost im'
pervious to attack.
insect.
But the young inventor ea~oily kicked it from its rusty binges now.
They were ~overed with a coating of slime and submnrine moss,
A wonderful scene wa& revealed.
which made it dillicult for the explorers to keep on their feet,
'fhere were hnge chests piled one upon at other. These were or vari ..
Great festoons of submarine· weeds hung from the timbers, and
ous kinds of metal.
made one think of going into a literal sea cavern.
Excitedly the explorers now fell to breaking these open.
LitUe tishes swam out and scurrietl away like mischievous elfs. A
They were for the time buoyed up with the belief that each one of
huge eel slid out of one of the open ports.
Wi th some difficulty the explorers made their way across the gun- the chests held heaps or gold.
But the first chest was empty. Six or them proved in succession.
deck or the sunken vessel.
'!'he old time carronades were in their places. But little else was to to be the same.
'l'IJen the seventh was fonnd filled to the brim with coin.
be found of the armament.
But alas! It was neither gold nor silver, bnt colfper and brass.
The action of the water and time had doubtless consumed all.
Frank led the way with some difficulty along the slippery flooring The coins were Spanish and all of a low denomination.
Howevllr,\ their efforts were not to go altogether unrewarded.
until the door of the forward cabin was reached.
The very smallest chest of all yielded and was found to contain a
It yielded to his touch, for the lock bali h_,ng since rusted out.
Frank puabed the door in. The scene which met the gaze of the heap of gold doubloons and ducats. But. this was the extent of the
galleon's treasure.
.
explorers was a thrilling one.
Frank estimated it nt about ten thousand dollars in .A:merican
The light of t he electric lamps on thtJir helmets made all quite
money. Not a vnst treasure, but for all that not d01spicable.
plain.
It was all placed In the smallest chest and tl!en in signs Frnnk anThe cabin was richly furnished with antique oaken tables, chairs
nounced his purpose to return to the Clipper.
and couches which bad once doubtless boasted a costly upholstery.
The others were exttemely agreeable.
As the cabin bad been closed up, the coral insects and the submaSo the chest was carried between them to the upper deck of the
rine plants bad not been able to encroach upon it.
galleon.
Here the location of the submarine boat was easily seen.
Of course decay bad placed iis work upon the appointments, yet it
It was but a moment's work to slide down from the deck of the gal·
wns very much the same as when the ship had gone down so long ago.
leon to the bed of the sea.
A great table stood in the center of the cabin.
Then all started for the Clipper.
Upon this W!lS a globe, sextant, quadrant, compass, still intnct, and
Barney and Bill Brace . had been waiting expectantly for their re·
a number of metal frames for charts, the latter having rotted away.
There were also the metal bindings of books, various metal knick· turn.
At the observation windows they could be seen now, all11 Burney
knacks and the cabin laiPp.
·
Also across one end of the table lay three rusted swords, with danced a jig in his delight.
" Begorra, there they are!" lle cried. " Shure, they have the treasbandle!il or Ivory and gold.
·
.
But the sight which claimed the attention of all, was a ghastly one. ure between tbim, too!"
"Hung rna fer a harpooner, but ye're right, mate!" crfed -~r~ce~
About the cabin table there were four chairs.
In each was a connected skeleton. 'rile Hesb bad not entirely dis· "It's a quick trip ·and a sure one!"
integrated the bone~ and joints, but bad shriveled and perhaps been 1 A few moments later" and the three divers clambered upon tbJOO~\~~
.
.·
preserved to an extent by the action uf the salipe parts of the water. or the submarme boat.

.:
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This was the tornado which had wrecked the Malay boat beyond a
doubt.
'l'here was no other vessel in sight upon tile broad expanse, nor
even a coast line.
.
1
All was one great b.oondless expanse of rolling sea.
Frank took advantage of the opportunity to take his 'bearings. Arter awhile he announced that .they were exactly upon the equator and
CHAPTER IX.
half way from Ecuador to Borneo.
A VICTIM OF THE T! PHOON.
"It is ~trauge that we are not in sigllt of some islands!'' he da·
clared.
" We shall pass among legions of them on the rest of our
So sudden had this catastrophe come upon the submarine voya~ers
journey."
that they were completely taken by surprise and off their·guard.
This was true.
Pomp and Frank were hurled to the deck. Clifford was already
The balance or the voyage led thrpugh the very heart of Oceania.
in the vestibule.
"Begorra, there's the divil to pay!" screamed Barney. "Shure, There were many archipelagoes upon the line of the equator. ·
But the cruise was to be a submarine cruise, so Frank sent the boat·
it's achored we are au' by a sunken ship!"
·
once more to the bottom.
_
As the water cleared an astounding sight was revealed.
Once mote the Clipper was pursuing her submarine course ~nd atf
Across the submarine boat's ram lay the bulk of a .small schoonerfull speed. '
,
rigged boat. It had lateen sails and was evidently a Malay craft.
Much time hr.d been lost in these stops which so far had been unThe astonishment of the submarine voyagers could hardly be imavoidable.
Frank
endeavored
to
make
up
for
lost time.
·
·
·
agined in words.
And it was this very fact 'Yhicll led to one of the most startling inThe boat was followed by articles or a lighter character, and which
cidents or tile wl!ole trip.
sank more slowly.
Among these were several drowned men. ' They were half naked • For miles the Clipper ha1 been speeding over a perfectly smooth
and sandy plain.
and of the Malay type.
Barney, who was in the pilot-house, had failed to note one imporThe truth could be divined at once that there had been a typhoon
tant fact, owing to tpe pecUliar magnify in!{ effect of the water. ·
ragin~ on the surface, and t!le light craft had foundered.
This was that the sandy plain trended upwards so very gradually.
Clitlord rushed out and putting his helmet against Frank's, shouted:
that tile Celt never suspected that tlley were momentarily nearing the
"What do you think of it, Frank?"
surface.
.
•
"There is a wreck!"
When thi~ startling fact did dawn npon him it' was too late.
" Ought we not to try and rescue some of the crew?"
Suddenly
the
submarine
boat
appeared
to
be
in
shallow
water.
'' Ah, I fear none ol them are alive when they reach the bottom. It
Tile ·electric lights began to p11le, and Frank .sllouted:
is very deep here."
"Hi, Barney, where are you taking us!''
"But shall we not make sure of that!"
" Begorra I don't know, sor!" cried the Celt, in dismay.
"It would do no harm."
He sprang to the lever to reverse the speed of the propellers; but
"Come along then!''
.
ClitJ'ord and Frank went over the side abd Pomp followed them. In it was too late.
The Clipper suddenly shot up into daylight. Dead ahead to the hora moment they gained the side of one of the Malays ·
,
But !le was dead beyond all peradventure. Indeed, of tbe dozen ror of all was a coast.
Before the momentum of the Clipper could be in the slightest defound not one showed signs of lite.
gree checked it had run far up on a sandy lleach.
· ·
The Malay boat was badly shattered.
The shock threw everybody down and rattled things generally
Her masts were blown out of her arrd she was spli t from stem to
•
.
stern. But what concerned Frank very mucll was the fact that she lay aboard the submarine boat.
And there lay the submarine bout high and partly dry on the sands.
-exactly across the Clipper's bow.
·
Words
cannot
express
the
dismay
of
all.
It was necessary, or course, to dislodge her before tile snllma1 ine
Frank Reade, Jr., was the tlrst to recover.
boat could proceed.
He rushed into the pilot house and took swift observations of their
At first this seemed like a serious problem. Bqt Frank carefully
~
examined the position of both boats, and made su re that the Clipper position.
It was not encouraging.
,
was not da maged.
·
·
" Ye gods!" he gaspeo, "it don't look now as if we should ever
· Its metal ram was ben.t a trifle, but that was all.
.
r
Then Frank went aboard the Malay craft. lt was loaded with bar- reach Borneo!"
·
"Run ashore, by Jericho!" cried Bill Brace, in dismay. "Well,
rels of oil.
The Malay& had been upon some sort of a'whalin g voyage; and were this is a tough go anoJ no mistake!"
"Begorra, pl!wa:t a fool I was!" groaned Barcey. " Shure it's all
doubtless returning to Malaysia with a goodly supply when so sudme own fault, Misther Frank!"
denly overtaken by disaster and death.
Frank went carefully over tbe boat, and speedily decided upon what
"Not quite, Barney!" replied the young inventor; " the rise has
been so gradual that it woul · have deceived anybodv."
was the best move to be made.
"You take it remark ably cool, Frank," declared Clifford.
It would necessitate some hard work, but it was tile safest and best
move.
•· There is no better way to do," replied the young 'inventor, lugubriously.
He communicated It to the otllers.
1
" Is there any prospect of getting her off again!"
"It ls simply to shift th e cargo," he ~aid, " by rolling some of the
"I hope so!"
bnrrels over to the port side; sue will list so that tbe ram will be able
to extricate itself."
The spirits of all revived as Frank took such a cheerful view of the·
situation.
" If there is hard work of t hat kin<! to be done," cried Cllfl'ord,
" why not call upon Brace, the sailor! He ought to 'Je able to give
The forward quarter of th~ hoat was high and (lry. The water line
us a big lift.''
came aft and submergeG orlly a part of the :leek.
"Right!'' agreed Ftank. " Will you go back and get him, Pomp?''
It was easy enough to em erg-a from the pilot-house into the open air.
This the voyagers did.
"I will, sah," replied the darky.
He went burriedlylback. Brace was deligh ted with the prospect.
The position of the submarine boat was seen to be :j.lmost a per·
In a very short space of time he bad a diving suit on and ha~ joined manent one.
"the others.
,
'l'o all except Frank, it did not P.eem an easy thing to ever dislodge
her.
He was tile right man in the right place.
Being so powerful and active, i~ was easy work for him to roll the
But the young inventor seemed to feel cPrtain of it. So this caused
heavy barrels about~with the greatest of ease.
all to !eel hopeful.
The coast line was a rough and picturesque one.
It required several hours or hard work, but after a time the boat
began to list.
There were mighty clitls of basalt,. broken with chasms, throngll
. Soon the ram was exposed and the submarine boat was treed.
·
•
·
which· tricKled little streams.
There was no good reason for lingering longer in the vicinity, so all,
High above the cliffs waved palms, and trailing vines hung over
by Frank's orders, webt aboard the Clipper.
•
the edge.
Barney was in the pilot house and cried.
'
J t was no doubt one of the tropical isles so common In this part of
"Shure, Misther Frank, shall I back the ship?"
the world. It was certainlv nnfortnnate .tl.1at it happened to be irl
the path of the Clipper.
"Yes!" replied Frank, "put on all the power you can!''
The sun beat down hot and sultry. 'The air was stilling.
It tnxed the dynamos a little, but with a st~ady pull the ram was
extricated at last.
.Altogether the outlook was dismaying.
Now that the ~nibmarine boat was free and all were safe in the cabin
" It don't look to me, Frank. as if we were going to get out of tllis
again, mutual congratulations followed.
.
scrape very easily!'' ventured Cli !ford.
'·' What shall we do now, Frank?" asked Clitl'ord.
" Perhaps not,'' said the young inventor, coolly. " Well, if we
''II am going to· the surface to learn what it was sank the Malay have to leave the Clipper here, we shall surely have to count onr trip
boat!" declared Frank.
from Ecuador to Borneo a failure!"
With which he pressed the reservoir )ever. Up shot the Cl.ipper• .
IL setlmed a long ways to the surface, as in<leed it was. When the
CHAPTER X.
Clipper leaped up into the llght of day all rushed to the windows. r
THE FRIENDLY I SLAND, '
They were upon a calm an :I placid sea.
High overhead bung the sun like a ball or fire. Far in the distance
" WHICH is an absolute shame!" declared the scientist. "It seems
was see11 a receding yellow cloud.
too bad that some of us did not, see just where the boat was going."
But just
they did .so, a dark. mass came shooting down from
above.
•
It came so unexpected and so sudden, that there was n..l avoiding
it. It struck the bow of the Clipper and careened the vessel over. ·
There was terrible comm_otion in the water for a time.
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"I'm a sculpin, myself, tllat I didn't see it," critld Bill Brace·
But the majori~y of them had substimtiallittle houses of stone and
"But I reckoned the wheelsman would know."
mortar with wide verandas which the missionary had taught them to
·
".Recriminations are of no avail now," declared Frank. "First butld.
of all, let us see what sort of a place this is we have S!ruck."
A royal reception was given the voyagers.
"Golly, dat am de bee' tlng I done fink!'' cried Pomp.
Uoloo caused a couple of goats to be tilled and roasted in their
"All right!'' said Clifford, lightly. · " Who will be first ashore!"
style. Then bananas and aloes, dates and other tropical _fruits with
"Wait!" cried Frank. " Let us divide the party, aud we must all fish made a rep'\st really most toothsome.
.
go well armed.''
·
The voyagers enjoyed tle change of fare Immensely and were deeply
·
·
•
"Correct, mates!" cried Bill Brace. "l'll.take a blunderbuss, my- gratilie<l.
self.''
Frank made the chief a present of a handsome clasp-knife, and his
Pomp brought out firearms for all. He was to remain aboard the wife a gift of a gold ring.
uoat and defend it.
These things delighted the natives greatly. After that the voyagers
It was an easy matter to leap from the Clipper's deck down npon could own the isle if they chose.
the sands.
After a while, however, the day began to wace, and Clifford said:
Along the beach the party started. So hot was it that th'IY were
" Frank, had we net bett~r begm to think of getting back to the
Clipper!"
·
nearly wilted.
Thtly lu1.d been traYeling in the equable temperature of the deep sea , "Yes," agreed the young inventor, "we will go at once.".
for so long that they now felt the transition severely.
Again Frank thanked Ooloo, and then told him of their catastrophe
Indeed, Clitlord was nearly overcome. It became necessary for all and the position of the Clipper.
The native king was at once interested and criea:
.
t.o " peel" almost to the bare skin.
Along the shore they trudged for a full mile.
" Say nothing! I take heap Jot of my men and pull hi~-{ canoe off!''
There seemed no direct way of,gaioiog the interior of the isle.
For a mom!lnt the possibility of this thing occurred to Frank.
Then he .saw its impossibility.
Thus far the clitl's haLl been all too precipitous to climb.
But cow they came to a wide and deep pass.
"I am afraid that is not possible, Ooloo," be said, to tire native
ruler. "It is a very heavy boat."
A river flowed down through this to tbtl sea.
But tlJere was plenty of room to keep along tho banks of this.
•· Never mind," cried the native, eagerly, "we try."
And now, as tile party turned their steps into the Interior ot the
Frank could interpose no reasonable objection to this kind offer,
isle they were rewarded with a scene of great natural beauty.
and accordingly Ooloo caused a drum to beat, calling his men to·
TlJe forests which came down to the river's edge were of a splendid gether.
dPscription, hi gil arched and primeval.
In a few moments several hundred of them were thronged about
'l'be tops of the trees were so interlaced with with branches and their king.
vines that a soft and somiler light always reigned under tl!em.
- Ooloo addressed them excitedly, and they answered him with cheers
lt was like wall;ing through the arches of some mighty cathedral. in tbeir own tongue.
And or animal a::Jd bird li(e there was a uurfeit.
Some ran to fetch ropes, others brought large canoes, carrying
Brilliantly plumaged birds flew through the foliage, leo :!rng it them upon their heads.
.
color; monkeys ·chattered. on ti.Je wide.spreadiog limbs, and ran
"Begorra, perhaps they kin do phwat they say, Mister Frank," de·
clared Barney.
screa1niog away at the approach of the invaders.
. "That's right,'' cried Bill Brace. "There's a heap of 'em to do the
It was a wonderful scene, and interested the voyagers q~ucb.
Of course it was all old to Bill Brace, who was constantly on the ~~r
•
"That is very ' true," ngreed Frank. "There is snfliciPnt force to
lookout for cannibals.
pull
the
l.Joat
all
over
the
island,
but
to
pull
it
oii
silore
is another
"Keep your weather eye open, mates," he declared. "We're apt
thing!"
•
•
.
to, run agio 'em any minute."
All saw the logic of this, yet even Frank himself bad some hope,
But the four men, armed with repeaters, felt that they could
Tile immense concourse now set out for the spot where the Clipper
stand a show against an army wl:o bad no weapons but those
was beached.
•
available at short range.
Pomp saw them coming from afar and was greatly alarmed.
" Do you believe this island is inhabited!" asked Clifford .•
At tlrst be did n · t see his friends in the van and fancied it a mighty
" In course it is mate! Every one of these archipelagoes has
tribett of natives in .'em. This island like enougl! is only one of a crowd of foes come to attack the Clipper.
Be brought a huge pile of cartridges up into the cabin and loaded
whol9 group!''
Tlle words were l.Jarely out of Bill's. mouth when a· startling thiqg all the Winchesters on board.
"I jis' gib dem de hotte!lt kind ob a reception," be declared excitoccnrred. 1
edly, "dey be berry glad fo' to let dis chtle alone!''
.
•
Su1.1deoly a peculiar drumming noise filled the air.
But
fortunately before the plucky darl'Y 'd rew a line on any of the
From behind trees, stumps and stones, and even out of hollow
party
he
recognized
his
friends,
and
at
once
compreliended
tbe
situalogs swarmed a legion of naked natives.
They were armed with the deadly bl(\W pipe&, so commonly used tion.
. Then he rushed out on deck waving his arms joyfully.
in the South Seas.
,
Frank and the others were quickly aboard the Clipper.
For a moment Frank Reade, Jr., fancied that they were to be atThe natives swarmed about, but only Ooloo ventured to come
tacked. But a second glance sliowed that thtl islanders were not
aboard.
bosttle.
Frank was pleased to show·him enti~ely over the submarine boat
'l'hey -nil swarmed forward with arms uplifted in token or amit.y.
and explain its mecbaniiim to 1him.
They were friendly Gisposed.
The native chief was wonderstru<:k as well as delighted.
~ill Brace came near precipitating matters. He flung his rtll.e to
Barney and Pomp and Bill Bruce meanwhile, had been strtking up
his shoulder, but Frank cried: the best of acquaintances with the nat.ives from the deck.
"Hold! don't tire! they are our (riends!"
Ooloo
made a ·critical examination of the position of the submarIt was well known that certain of the island tribes were good friends
ine boat and then said:
to the white men, and were always eager to trade with them.
".We'\ry hard to make you float; don't get afraid."
Tbis was ·evidently one of those tribes, as Frank realized with joy.
"If you can," cried Frank, "I will make you a handsome present.''
The young i'nventor held up his arms in reply, and went quickly
Ooloo's eyes shone with delight.
forward to meet their chief, a tall, handsome fellow, who CafDe for·
" Yon see!" he said.
ward with a pleaseot smile.
He t_tlrned an<t made a gesture to his followers. At once they adTo Frauk's surprise he addressed him in English.
Yanced ifl a body and began to lift 0[\ the bOW and Stern of the boat.
" Great missionary welcome!" he said. " Ooloo glad he come:••
Powerful fellows they were, and it actually seemed for a time as if
" Why!'' exclaimed Frank, in surprise, " where did you learn our
they did really carry the boat forward some ways.
· tongue?"
But yet it resisted their best efforts, rerusicg to leave its bed of
The native chief laughed with evident pleasure.
" Mister Francis, be live here with us. He a great missionary! He mud.
teach Ool.oo how talk your way!"
Frank's face lit up.
CHAPTER XI.
He understood all now.
" Indeed!'' he cried. " Is the missionary here now!"
THE WAR SHIP.
"No," 11lplied Ooloo. "He gone to other island. Come back some
IT seemed a pity that the well meant efforts of the natives were so
time."
Then Frank learned to his great gratification that the islanders were al.Jortive.
After a cumber of futile eff(lrts the chief desist.ed, shaking his beau
converts to Christianfty and well along on the road to civilization.
Ooloo's people were a splendid set or natives, band~ome and grace· In disappointment.
·
ful, and geueros to a fault.
"Try cn~oes!" he said.
In a few moments they were on the warmest or terms with the
Full a hundred of the canoes were at once afloat. From each a
whites.
·
rope was fastened to the Clipper.
" Well, I'm keel hmJ!ed!" exclaimed BtU Brace, in amazement. "I
But this attempt to draw the Clipper off was a most ignominious
·
and complete failure.
didn't believe there was anything but cannibals in these islands!"
The disappointment of Ooloo could not be concealed. He almost
Ooloo'il villn!!,'e was not far distant, and the voyagers accepted an
invitation to go tbitlu;r.
wept.
·
Here they fonnd that part of the nnUves lived in huts of palm
But finally he came to the rail of the Clipper and admitted his Ina·
branch and .straw tha•,ch.
bility to do it.
"
..
I
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" Can't pull boat off!" be auld, lieJectelily, •• berry sorry! P'raps
Fmnk took Francis and the captain aboard and a general introuacMr. Francis, Missionary, can. Ho come to-mortow!"
.tiori followed.
Frank smiled at this implicit confidence in the ability of the misThen Frank took his visitors ovtr the s~:bmarine boat, which pleased
,slonary to perform this great wonder. No doubt they vent-rated him them greatly.
.
.as one nllle to perform most any miracle.
" Indeed," (!aclared Captain Purinton, " I would be tempted to
" Bow do yo.u expect Mr. !francis can do it?:' asl\ed Frank, with in· give up my commissiOn aboard the Pawnee to captain a crult like
tlliS.''
.
.
,te rl!st.
'l'he chiel replied eagerly:
It was decided to make the effort with the Pawnee to draw the sub" He ask God to do, it. He refuse nothing if he be asked by Mr. marine boat from the shoal ut once.
F rancis!"
The captain and the native sailors went back aboard Mr. Francis'
Frank saw readily enough the misapplication of the missionary's sloop and returned to the wnr ship.
!l.euching. But be deemed it unwise to attempt to correct the simple
lt was early in the aft!)rnoon when a whistle was heard, and all saw
·11a1ive.
,
the Pawnee steaming majestically .aloug to a position oft· shore.
•· Well,'' said Clifford, coming to Frank's siue now, "what are, we
When arrived at what was deemed a gooll position the cables were
going to do! It looks kind of dubious, don't it!"
• sent out in the steamer's small boats.
" Yes," agreed Fran!\. "I think, however, we will lind a way out' I The 'ruarines were soon alor.gsiJe, and had fastened them to the
of the difficulty."
·
Clipper's bow.
But it was evident that nothing more couhl be done that day.
This done, the signal was given.
Darkness was thickly setting down and the natives now roUred to
It was a crilical moment,
the higher sands.
There were many who feared that the big cables would snap like
But thev did not return to their village.
strings before the strain.
But they did not.
Insteat( .they built II res upon tue clifts and seemed inclined to spend
the night there.
·
There was a terrific tension. The huge cables stretched and then
They reveled In the wondrous radiance or the powerful search light, stood taut. For an instant they seemed to remain tlll;JS.
which they were utterly unuble to understand.
It was the crisis. Either something must yield or they muat break.
Thus ~he night passed.
The suspense was intense.
Suddenly the submarine boat waR seen to move. Slowly it slid seaWith the going down of the sun the air became cooler and the voy.
agers all slept w.ell.
ward, but every moment the strain became less.
Wild cheers went up.
When morning came all were early astir. ·
The morning meal had hardly been ipdulged in when the chief
It became at once apparent that the day was saved. The submarine
boat would lloat once more.
Ooloo came excitedly aboard.
" Mr. Francis, he comtngl'' he cried. " Be pull boat ofl"for y:>ul"
Steadily the stanch Pawnee drew seaward. Now the release of the
Frank at once went out on deck.
.·
Clipper was certain.
A white s.ailed craft was coming along the coast. It was a small
A few moments, and she was once more alloat. It was a moment
or g~at joy.
s loop.
'
,
As it anchored a ehort ways from shora a small boat put oft' and
The cables were cast off and taken up._ Frank started the electric
soon came a:!hore.
engines.
It contained besides two native oa;smen a couple of white men.
He sailed straight for the Pawnee and soon was ulongside.
One o! tbQI!e was attired in the somber black garb of tile Christian
Flag sah;ites were llXChangf;ld and the. Pawnee llred a broadside ere
minister.
returning to her anchorage.
The other wore the gold laced uniform of the navy.
Frank s!:wuted his thanks to Captain Purinton from .the quarterdeck
They seemed tope regarding tho stranded boat with not a little o! or bridge of the Clipper.
surprise. ·
Then he sent . a message ashore for Missionary Francis and with
Ooloo ran to greet them, and began in his broken English to ex- presents for Ooloo in one of the native canoes which crowded about
p lain matters to them.
•
the Clipper.
At once they came along the beach, a!l(l Frank stepped down from
Once more tile Chpper was ready to proceed on her crttise to fart he deck to meet them.
·
away Bortleo.
·• Good-morning to you, my friend I" cried th mtsswnary, • in a
Straight out to sea the submarine boat sailed. Then Frnnk pressed
benrtv way. " I see that you und your craft Is in sore trouble.''
the reservoir lever.
" You are right, sir!" replied Frank. "I~ this 1\Ir. Francts?"
Down abe went again to the bottom of the sea.
·• lt is!"
The island with its green verdure, the sky wit.b its banks of cloud!>
"I ba.v~> heard your praises sung by Ooloo here; I ·am glad to vanished as if by magic.
meet you. ' I am an American, Frank Reane, Jr., of Readestown, and
Down agmn into the (lepths w ~nt the Clipper. ·
t his is my submarine boat the Clipper. At an inopportune moment
Tht> most thrilling incident of tl1e voyage had terminated.
•
we were stranded here, as you can see!''
. But. m?re. thrilling ones were in store. Time was to bring tlrem to
"Indeed, Mr. Rende, I arn glad to meAt you!" replied thfJ mission- pass 10 1ts own way.
ary. " Th is is my friend, Captain Purinton, to the U. S. ship
Through coral forests, over rugged valleys, across san<ly plains the
Pawnee!.,
~
Clipper sped on.
" Pleased to meet Mr. Reade!'' replied the naval officer politely. " I
,
·
Days passAd into weeks.
believe the name is quite familiar to mel''
There was no danger of again running aground. Tl!e keenest of a
"Indt>edl" said. Frank, wrth pleasure.
watch was J>ei)t.
"Are you ·not the inventor!"
Many isldnds were encountered, bat all were passed around safely.
" I am an inventor!"
The submarine boat kllpt closely to its course.
·
"I remember thr.t the Navy Department tried to' buy from you the
· Life a'loard the Clipper had it~ pleasant routine and did not seem
secret of your submarine boat long ago!''
·to grow teliwus.
:
"Yes!" replied Frank, "that is correct. But I would not sell it for .
There was always plenty of diversion for Clifford in ·looking at the
t he purposes of war!''
wonders of the d~p from the observation windows.
,
"Yet you are sufficiently patriotic to realize that the secret would
Barney and Pomp often furnished the best or amusement for the
be of great value to the United States in case of war with a foreign .. company with banjo and violin.
nation!"
.
Thei witty jokes and sayings also were muchly enjoyed. 'l'hus the
"If my o.~ountry was in jeopardy," replied Frank, " ·I would not hesi- time passed and every day the submarine .boa.' drew nearer aud near·
tate to build them all the submarine boats they wante(l, But until er to its destination, wild' Borneo.
t hen I prefer to keep the secret!''
The captain laughed.
CHAPTER XII.
"I can see your point I" he said, and you may be justi5.ed. "II.ow·
ever, yon and I will ·not quarrel upon that point!"
WHICH I S TIJE END OF THE 1'>\LE •
/.
I
"I should hope not!" said Frank, warmly.
• 0!'1E day Frank sent the Clipper to the surfa<;~to take b!-nrinp-~. To
"Well, Mr. Reade!'' said the missionary, earnestly, "in what way bts surprise they came up in sig ht of land.
can we help you O)lt of your trouble?"
It ~as a long and rugged coast and lay to the south of them.
"You are very J(ind," replied Frank. "II you know any way to
"Upon my word!'' he cried. "We must be further on our way
draw me off this shoal you will confer the greatest favor upon me."
thaq I had dreame1l of.''·
.
.
•
Captain Purinton looked critically at the submarine boat,
" What land do you believe that to be, Frank?" asked Clifford.
·• Why, that is a light cralt!" he said. "The Pawnee ought to be
"If I were to express my conviction it is the coast of New Guinea!''
a ble to draw that off!''
" New Guinea!" gasped Cliftord. " Why, we 'must then be near the
~' rank gave an eager exclamation.
end of our journey?"
·
" What is your ship,'' he 1tsked, •· sail or steam!"
" We are very near it. From here to Borneo we must make a de· • Steam," replied the captain.
•
tour, however, a~ound the Isle of Celebes. We .w.ill ,go to the not·th
" 111 it near here?"
through the Celebean Sea and strike Borneo by way or I.nbnan!"
" Not a dozen miles, In a harbor of the adjoining island.''
"Weill" saiu tho3 young scientist, drawing a deep breath, "of
"If yon would be so good as to try it," declared Frank:, "I feel course I am gratified with the success or our trip. Yet I am loth to
sure that you could draw us off with two cables anyway."
see it come to an end!''
''I have thE! cables," replied the captain, "and it shall be done.
Frank laughed.
.
hope for success.,.
"Be not so sure that vou have seen its end yet," he declared.
This was joyful news indeed for tho voyagers.
" You know we h!lve got to go home.'~

UNDER 'l'H:M
"Ail! bow will you go from Borceo~ Back over tile same route!"
"By no means," replied Frank. " lf'oothing occurs to prevent I
shall keep on homeward urou.nd the Cape of Good Hope.''
•· Making a literal circuit of the globe!"
" Exaclly."
The young scientist was deligbtec!.
" I need only say that all this is the happiest experience of my life!"
be declar~>d.
" 1 am glad of that!'' said Frank. " I hope that you ore well satisfied."
" I shall remember you as my greatest IJenefactor!" declared Clifford.
Frank proceeded to take his l.Jeariogs. To his great satisfaction he
found that his surmise was correct.
The coust line visi!Jle to the southward was indeed that of the isle of
New Guinea.
'
There were plenty of evid1mcss visible that they were in the region
of Oceania.
•
Lateen sailed crafts, piragues and all JLamner of native vessels wer&
visible on the horizon.
For a ways the Clipper sailed on the surface and a good look at
these could IJe had.
But as soon a~ Frank bad finished his observations he sent the Clipper to the bottom agatu.
.
In no place here was the sen of great depth.
All was shining saud with beautiful shell fish and submarine plants.
Not since leaving Ecuador bad so charming a part of the sea been
encountered.
It would have been a delight to have remained long in these entrancing depths.
But Frank was anxious to reach his destination so be sent the Clipper along.
'
Darting through the translucen~ depths there were times when the ·
tight craft raced for many yards with giant sharks.
These were plentiful, and indeed were the bane of the depths.
Fo~ tiJls reason no diving expedition was ventured upon, though
Clifl'ord eaw many charming specimen11 that be yearned for.
.
But all things must haYe an end, and that of the Clipper's voyage
ca.me suddenly anti almost ended in a uagedy.
One day Frank announced that they were in the Celebean sea.
"The west coast of Borneo Is not twenty miles from us,•· he said.
"We shall now silil northward and round Labnan, to th£> city or towu
of Borneo.''
The words had hardly left Frank's lips, when a pistol-liRe rtport ·
was heard~
Instantly everybody sprung up.
" What was that!" cried Clift'ord.
"We've struck suthin', mate!'' cried Bill Brace.
But Frank Reade, Jr., started at once for the engine room. Before
he could reach it be knew that there wus some accident to the machinery.
· ·
The boat was sbol)ting upward with alarming !peed.
Tl;rilled .with dread up prehensiOn, Frank d~rted down into the engine-room. He saw the truth at a glance.
One or \he electric shafts had snapped. This had clo!!ed the water
out of the reservoir ond cause<! the boat to come to a stop.
H was the worst possible sort or a mishap, and extremely difficult
to repair.
In fact It seemed irrepara~lt>. or course, if Frank had the resources of his machine shops at hand he could, no doubt, etlect
this.
He stood for a moment aghast.
Clitl'ord ana Barney were now by his side.
·• Is it serious, Frank!''
• " Begorra, it's busted intoirely we are!" cried the Celt, in dismay.
"An' shure there's a big storm coming up, Misther Frankl"
"A big stormf' gasped Frank.
"Yis, sort",
" Then we are lost unless we can get ashore!" groaned the young
inventor, "we must do something desperate."
.
With this Frank rusbed on deck.
The tn1tll was before him.
Scores of light sailed crafts were making for the protection of a ht·
tle bay near.
Jf the submarine boat could have reached the protection or that, all
•
·~
would have been well.
But it lay like a .log iQ the trough or the sea. There was no possible •way to propel it.
What was to be done!
The horizon was overhung with a mtghty yellow pall, which was
racing up to the zenith. •
Frank understt~od tbe character of the storm well. It wns one peculiar to those latitudes, and the light boat could not hope to live
in it.
What was to be done!
Again the agonizing query flashed through Frank's briain •• For
once in his life he was at a loss for a plan.
There was certainly only one course to pursue to save the lives of
all on board. And eyen this was likely to f11il.
·
Tbis was to set the Clipper's rudder and run her before the gale
straight ashore. ~-·
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H she succeeded in beacbing herself out of reach of the waves all or1
board could at least manage to get asbore.
This would be something. If the boat could not be saved certainLy
the next proper thing to look out lor wa~ eelf·preservution.
Frank communicated this plan to the ot-hers.
It met with instant approval.
"It's our . only salvation, mate!" cried Bill Brace. •· I'll bold the
helm if ye say so!"
Nearer the storm was drawing every moment.
'l'he spectacle wus a most frightful onP.. A great wall or water many
feet high wus rushi11g out of tbe horizon.
Bill Brace ueeded not a second glance to shriek:
"My God, messmates, it's a tidal wave!''
•• A Lldal wave!" gaspe(} Clilford. ·• Then we are all doomed!''
"Don't su.r that!" cried Franli Reade. " Stand tir!l) all!"
Tbe next moment the advance wave struck the Clipper.
What followed was never distinctly remembered by any on board.
There was a fearful spell of chaos or whirling nnJ twisting and
rending. Of fearful crashing and leaping througu space.
Bill Brace attempted to cling to tbe boat's helm.
But she was past minding it. On and on she was burled in the
darkness and horror. Teo thousand thunders dazed the brains of all.
Would the end never come! Why was death so slow!
These were the thoughts which tiashed acrose the mfuds of the voyagers. But j!Jst then tile end came.
There was a terrific crash, all were burled into inseneibility, and
then-then there was a void.
Frank Reade, Jr. was tbe lirst to reco\'er. He crept out from •under a heap of debris.
As be did so, Barney near him began to revive. In n few moments
all the voyugers, bruised and sore, were upon their feet. None bad
suffered fatal injury.
'
But there was sunligbt all al.Jout'them. The transition was so sud·
den and ustounding as to be almost inc:>mprehensihle.
Clifi'ord staggered to the observation win<low and looked out.
"Hi!'' he cned. " Would you believe it, we are on Iundt"
"On !anti!"
'
'
All rushed to the window. Tbe scene which they bebeld was one
without a parallel.
The Clipper luy blgb and dry u'pon 11 small eniinencl!. Be! ow was
a stretch of green slope, fully half a mile to the blue rolling sea in
the distance.
·
Tbe country present3d a woe-begone appearance.
Wreckage, and even huge chunks or coral, heap~ of sand and deud
fish lay about eYer.vWhf!re.
Wbatever the tidal wave had caught 111 its course was brought hi~?h
and dry on shore.
. The submarine boat ?.·as terrtl.Jly battered ,and damaged beyond al ~
possible hope of repair.
Slowly and sadly the voyagers descetded from the deck, 11nd took
a mournful survey or the region into which they had been cast.
What it held for them they <;ould only ~ness. Possibly savage foes,
or deadly reptiles, or man-~ating beasts.
·
"This is rather a bard endmg of our voyage," said CliH'or{!, "bu L.
if we could only reach a friendly seaport now, we could at least pay
our passage home."
.
"Right," cried Frank. "We have nt least the pirate gold.''
" And that may partly reimburse you for your sad loss," saW Clir· ·
ford, with renewed spirits.
.
Just at this moment 11 party of armed men were seen approaching.
That they were Europeans was certain, so our adventurers felt no fear.
As they came nel\rer they hailed the castaways. .
" Who are you!" Frank shouted.
''We are officers of the British North Borneo Company!'' was the
reply. " Do not. fear, for we are friends."
Yery qu'ickly the British colonists were ou the spot, and explauationlj and introductions quickly followed.
Tlie colonists were astonished and interested by Frank's ac(lount of
·the crUise from Ecuador.
'
" It is only a mile to our settlement," said one of the officers. •
" An Enghsll steamer will sail from here for Melbourne next waek.
There you can get plenty or vessels bound for San Francisco.''
There was no way but to abandon tile Clipper.
All articles or value were taken from her and shipped nboard the
Britis}.l steamer Swan, for Melbourne. The great crutse or the subma·
rine boat was at an end.

In due course the Swan reached Melbourne, an~ passage home was
procured by the voyagers.
. At San Francisco, Bill Brace took leave of the · party. He had secured a mate's berth on a Puget Soond line or steamers, and enid:
" 1 migh't us welli'(O back to the sea, mates. It's my nature, and
old Davy Jones will claim me in tbe end. Good-bye and God bless
~r

.

Frank Reade, Jr.," Barney and Pomp went back to Rendestown.
Clifford Carlton returned to his borne with a host of experiences to
relnte to envious scientific friends.
Not to be defeated by the rever•e11 of the trip,' Frank at once began ·work on ·a new invention. And at this propitious point let us
write,
·

[THE END.
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cents.

g:~r~:~o~Ce~rao~ 1 ~o~beg!~ot~ ~!:~~ig;.s by one of our moat

No.3.

HOW '1'0 l'LffiT.

The arts and wiles of fliltation are fully exfiained by thi :~
little book. Besides the various methode 0 handkerchief.

~fUiflf:t ~f~h':tsf~n;~:~~'!:r~e~:~m~~:a~\ fi~~!~~r;.,t~~~~
0

11 interesttng to everybody, both old and younc. You can-

aot be happy witbout ooe. Price 10 ceo to.

No. 18.
No.4.

of a new and handsome little book just issued

One or the brightest and most VH.luable little books e·v u

~~~~~n:O b!~':tt'ffo:t1.dbnt~v;-:l~0~~dw}:~:let.o ~~~we:c~=t ~

0

~ll::~~~~~~r~ett~ti~ rt!'!ib!Jf_~~o~'~rndc~~~~:ti!~eh~~

simple, and almost costless . "Read this book and be con-

:::::eudaan~~~~ui!1,~~;~t:ni~ {Q~~ri!!.i.ne oft in all popular viuced how to become beautiful. Price ~0 cents.
No. 19.
FRANK TOUSEY'S

No.5.

HOW TO MAKE LOVE

GivinR' full instruction for t.be use of dumb-bella, Inrliau
olub41, parallel bare, bori2fontal bars and vat'ious other
JDethods of develo~ing a ~;ood, healthy muscle; containi=
O"t"er eixtb illustrat•ons.
very boy can become strontt a
bealth:v y following the ioetructioos cootaioed io tbil
little bock. Price10 coots.

No.20.

How to Entertain an Evening Party.

No.7.

HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.
~:~g:o::.1,~ i!::::~~ {;.~fni~0:~~ht~go~ri1!r~~s~:;~~~~~

HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.
Tbe mo•t complete buotiog aod fishing guide ever publisbed. Jt contains full instructions about guLs, bunting
. dogs, traps. trap-fin~ and fishing, together with desoriptiona·of game an fie • Price 10 ~ents.

No.8.

HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.
A. uaeful and instructive book, giving a complete ireatise
on chemistry; also, experiments in acoustics, mecbanica,
mathematics, chemistry. aqd directiona for makin~r fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. This book cannot
be equaled. Price 10 coots.

Hellel''B second

s~ht

explained by his former assistant.,

::rer1e!f~~tb~~eEm ~~t::~~,o~~;: !~d ~t';&~:~a~ofh"ee:.::~

No.9.

...o. 35.
HOW TO PLAY GAMES.
A complete and useful little book, cootaioing tbe rulee
aod regulations of billiards, bagatelle, back&ammoD, oroquet, dominoes, e_to. Price 10 centa. ·
'
I

By Harry Kennedy. The secret given Away. Every int.elli•ant boy reading t.bis book of instructions, by a practical
srofessor ~delij4btiug multitude& every night with his wonerful im1ta.tions), can master the art, And create any
amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the greate•*
book e,er published, and there's millions Cof fun) in it.
Price 10 cents.

•

No. 36.

HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.

Cootaioiog all tbeleadiog coouodrnms of the day, amusiDI
riddles, curious catches and witty sayinee. Price 10 eenta

:~s;1 :~~iti~ri~tt::C~~e:i::t~ alf:i~~sio ~:nets~n)y authentic

HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST•.

No. 37.

HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.

No.23.

It contains information for everybody, boys, girls, me11
and women; it will teach you bow to male&alm<J8t nnytbiD•
around the bouse, &ncb as parlor ornaments, brackete.
Everybody dreams, from tbe little child to tbe a'ed mao cements. moliao harps, aod bird lime for catohioe biro.;
and woman. Tbis little book gives the explanatton to alJ Price 10 cente.

HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.

~~~d' ~.~~t::!~i ~~:~~r:~!~~h~ub~~:~1 ;~~~c\rri~:'ir
" •n tR '

No. 10.

HOW TO BOX.

No.24.

HOW TO WRITE LE'l''l'ERS TO GENTLE·
MEN.

4JUt an instructor. Price 10 centa.

Oodtaining full directions for writinfl to gentlemen on all
aubjeots; also glviDII sample letters for lDBtructioo. Price
10 ceote.
'

::J>~!s~~:~fiVe hoe:{a~: rf~fl\dt~:;~i;o~ ~o ~ ~ t~x~:fi~~

0

No. 11.

HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.

No.25. ·

A most comolete little book. containing full directions for
writine love-let ters, and when to use them; aJeo giving
opecimelllettere lor both ;young aod old. Price 10 ce'\te•

No. 12.

No. 13.

How to Do It; or, Book of Etiquette.
!tr~~ ~:~ce::~i!T, s:~:k a~'!::iot:ea;~~rird :~rrt~ ~fh~!';
in it.

to Raise Dogs, Poultry,
Rabbits.

Pigeon~

and

A uaefn1 and inatructive book. Handsomely illuetrated.
By Ira Drofraw. r'rice 10 cents.

No. 40.

I

.

HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.

HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A. BOAT.

Including biota on how to catch Moles, Wease1a, Otter.
Rat~. Squirrels and Birds. Also how to cure Skins. Oopiously illustrated. By J . Harriogtoo Keene. Price II
cents.

Fully illustrated. Every boy sbould koow llow to row aod
s&il a boat. Full instructt ons are given in this lit \ole boo~
together \vith instructions on swimming and riding, companiou sports to boating. '"?rice 10 ceata.
·

The Boys of New York End Men's Joke Book.

N"'•

HOW TO RECITE

~'7'.

I

ND BQOK OF RECI·

No. 14.

'l'A.'l'IONS~

HOW TO MAKE CANDY.

g~~tinJfa~e~~~ Wr0e :c"t ~~~~~o t~ V!~k:ei~:Jei~~~~?:l~~~

8

A complele haod-bock for making all kioda of caody, ice•
cream, &Jrups, euences etc. etc Price 10 cents.

No. 39.

How

HOW TO BECOl\IE A. GDINA.ST.

No. 26.

1

A wonderful bOok, containin!Z" useful and practical inrormation in the treatment of ordinary diaeaaes and ai1mentll
common to every family. Abounding in useful" and etfeotive recipea for general complaints. Price 10 ceDt&

Containing full instructions for all ldnds of R"!mnastic
sports and athletic exercises. Embracing tbirta- ve iJluettatione. .I::Jy Professor W. Macdouald. A ban y aod useful book. Price10 coots .

HOW TO WRI'l'E LETTERS TO tA.DIES.
Giving complete instructions for-writin' letters to ladies
::~·~s~ut>j,~~~:; ~~s:~i:.tten of introductton, notes and re-

No. 38.

HOW '1'0 BECOl\IE YOUR OWN DOCTOE.

l'he art of self-defense made ea.~. Contaiaing over thirty
illustrations ofjuards, blows an the different ~ositiona of

•

Oontainina- fulltnstruotion fot fencing and the uae of the
broadsword; also instruction io arohery. Described wUh
twenty .. one practical illustrations, Jtiving tbe beet poaitioa
io feocio&. A complete bock. Price 10 coots.

•

No.22.

HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.

-

No. 34.

HOW '1'0 FENCE.

No. 21.

bird, bobolin~, blackbird, pa.roque\, parrot, etc., etc. Pnce
lOceots.

F. 0. Box 2730.

.

No. 33.

advantage at partiAs, balla, the theater, church, and in the
drawing room. Price 10 cents.

-

A very valuable little book just published . A complete
compendium of games, aports, card-diversions, comic
recreations, etc., suit1~ble for parlor or drawing-room entet:tainment. It contains more for the money than any
book publiebed. Price 10 cents .

For sale by all newsdealers in tbe•United

Hand~:~omuly illustrated , and containing ful1 directions f •
mo-.Jnting, riding and maoaginK l\o bicycie, fully explained
with practical illustrAtions; also directions lor picktn& ou•
a machine. Price 10 cents.

HOW TO BEHAVE.
~ea;~:t:c:,,r~:i~~n~~~'~tg.~~~~:::~in;hi~ E~enC::l':~;!!i:;t
1
complete and ha.ndr books publiehed. Price 10 cents.
~:st!:;~i~3 ~~sfli~~:~:eat~~::~d: o~O:g;::~r;~ ~~~~

No.6.

bappine~:~s

No. 3h
BECO~IE A.' SPEAKER.
Oontnining fourteen illustrations, giving the different poe1tione requisite to bt~come a good speaker, re1~der and
elocutionist . Also containin!Z" geme from all the popular
authors of prose and poetry, l(rranged in the moat•simple
and conc1se manner possible. Prico 10 cents.
No. 32.

Giving lthe official distances on all the railroads ~ ot tbe
United :St&tes and Canada. (Also, table of distances by

HOW TO BECOME A.N ATHLETE.

0

~:~e~Yat!:~o~[~n~i~~~i~~~t~'i~is~0~k:ema~dts~fls~i:dasm:j

HOW TO RIDE A. BICYCLE.

/

United States Distance 'fables, Pocket Com·
pauion and Guide.

A aomp,lete guide to love CO'!rtship aod marriage, givl.n~
teneib e advice. rales and etiquette to he obaerved, Wit
many curiouR and inte~eating thinga not aenerallJ known.
Prtoe !0 centl.

"'

HOW 1'0

HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.

HOW TO DANCE

le the title

11

unes of your friends. Price 10 cents.
No • 29~

- HOW '1'0 BECOME AN INVENTOR.
HOW TO KEEP A. WINDOW GARDEN. :~~e:!>gt~i~~o(~~mk~li,wg~i::'e i:;:~~¥!8i~~\~!it~f:ity!~:~
8
8
drau1ice, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics, etc.•
~~~dt:!n~ft~e~"l~ ~~~~u;;i~~:ut~;, ~~~ ~bu~~:St a "~~o~~d etc.
•rile most instructive book published. Price 10 ceotl.
met bode for raising beautiful flowers at home. ~~e mos'

Thel!l'eat book of magic aod cnrd trioks, containing full
fnetruction of all the le~tding card tricks of the d11.y, also
the !IlO&t popt?l&r maeic~t.l Hlus.i ons as pe~formed by our
leadtng ma.atclans; every boy snould obtam a copy, as it
will both amuse and instruct. Price 10 cents.

8

=~~ be~~~:i~~~~ ¥eil g~~~~eo'!::~~~~~:. ti~~il t~~l{g;t~

0

8 1

' No. 41.
Oootaioiog a great variety of the lateet jokes used by tba
most famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete
without this wonderful little bock. Price 10 coots.

llic-. 42.

The Boys of New York Stump Speaker.

Containing & varied Meortment of Stump Speeches, Negro.
piecea, toget.her with man7 standard readings. Price 10 Dutch aod Irish. · Also Eod Moo's jokes. · Jnst the thiDI
for home amuaemeot aod amateur shows. Price 10 ceote.
cents.

State~

and Canada, or sent, post-paid, to your address on receipt of the price, 10 cents. Address

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 34 & 36 North Moore Street ·N. f .

PBA:NK - TOUSEY'S HAND
BOOKS.
,,
lv'

No. 52.

59.

HOW TO PLAY CARDS.

HOW TO M'AKE A MAGIC LANTERN;.

a de ~c nption of the lantern, together with ita
A. complete and bandy little <;;.;;ok,Jrlving the rule• and full Containintt
history. and invention. Also full directions for 'it.e use and
4i .. eotiona for ~JaJing Euchre. Oribra.ae, Caseit_:w, 'F'?rtt- for
pai&ting
Ho.ndsomoly illustrated, by John
Fi'fe Rounoe, e ro Sancho, Draw Poker, '*uct tOn P1tc: • A lien. Price slides.
10 cents.

All }ours, and many other popular gamea of cards. Pr1oe

19 oenta.

No. 53.

HOW TO WRITE LE'l'TERS.

.

A wonderful little book, telling you bow to \trite to your

!':de\~er;!t,'~::r!a~e;·~cft::;b~~s;e;~~r~~:tirioe~~li/~:

Eve~y young man ~d every yoUng lady in the land should
ban tlfis bOok. Price 10 cents.
No. 54.

HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PE'l'S,
~iv::i~i~~~~:!~l~~~rl!~l~~.at~e~~:~:~~e~aa~~:f:tb~ll

kinde of pets; also ttiving full instructions for ma~ine
~es, etc. Fully explained by 28 handsome iJluatration~
makm& it the most complete book of the kind ever pu~
-.18hede Price 10 cents.

......

~r..~~ f!OT.T.lUYI' STAMPS AND COINS~
re&arding the collecting
' t:a~od~a;ii~::t~~~~ and coins. Hanasamel;r lllu•·
'No. 56.

HOW TO BEt,'OME !N ENGINEER.

Oontaining full instructions bow to proceed in order to be·
come a looomotive enalneer; also directions for building a
modellocornot iv.e; togetber with a full description of ever1thine &D ena:ineer should kuow. Price 10 cents.

67.

How To Do Electrir.al Tricks.

.t~~t!~n wsw~e!t~:~oo~h~~ ,r,.a~sapkaerin~i!~.gr~ab~~s:r::i~

Containing a lara-e collection of inetruotive and b.iabJt
amusing electrical tricks, together with illustration•. B~
A. Aod('rson. Price 10 cents.

Containing J1Beful information regarding the Cc1mera. and

illustrated. By Captain W. DeW. Abney. PrJce.IO ceuis.

ea.

61.

How To Do Sleight of Hand. -

62.

Hew o Become a West Point Militarr, CAdet.

Containing full explanations how to gain a mittance,
0

~~~t8&u0~rd8f~~fi~~ft~r;!~:N~::; ~~!ifis~~~;~~e~ft, !~~,i

b,b0lu8.b~:!~r~~~~ littt~: ~"?.e~o~0t~P~::o:.~~w~~~eai
Oadet.'' Price 10 cents.

.

..

03.

HOW TO BECOME A. NAVAL CADET.
Complete in-s tructions of how to aain admission to the
Annapolis Naval Academy. Also coniafnina the course of
inslructiooa, descript.1ons of grounds and buildings hi•torical sketch, and everything a boy should know to bfl...

!0rY~ie~0 B~cl~~S:~:r~:si,t~u~~;e~f~liOw t~m~~~~en~
0

Wea~

Poi a t Military Oadet."

Price 10 oenta_.

6,4.

e5.

58.

HOW TO m~ A. n ETECTIVE.

!J'-.

Oontatnin~r ove~ one hundred highly amusinc and
A complete manual of bowling. Containing full instru~ etruct1ve
tricks wit'b chemicals. By A. Anderaon.. Ha
tion3 for phr.ying all tbe standnrd American and German somely
illustrated, Price 10 cents.
~ames; together witb rules and systems of sporting in use
B~:r~of~~:~fla~e';!~~~ ~~r~~ei~o ~~~t~.nited States. BJ
69.

instrument used in ancient or modern tim ea. Profusely
illustrated. ~A l«eroon S. l~' itz~oterald, for 20 years bandmaster of the oyal Bengal Marines. Price 10 ceo lA. ·

1

How 'ro "Do Chemical Tricks.

HOW TO BECO!UE A. BOWLER.

Full directions how t.e mAke a Banjo. Violin, Zither,

~:~t~~~H!~fb ~Y~~~og:s~~{!,~i~U:~/'~~~~~~ ei:es:~::s~:i

By A. Anderson. Prictt 10 cents.

60.

Oontaininft full directions for making Electrical Machines,
Induction Coils, Uynamos, and many Novel 'l'oya r,o be
:,~~~~ bpr,~eec~~i~~~is. By R. A. R . .Sennett. Fully ill us-

HOW '1'0 MAKE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

e'e.

How 'l'o Do Puzzles.
w~gn~:~nli'og ::::a~ ln~~~!~\i~: t~~~~e ;~~7c'il~::~:

HOW TO BECOME A. PHOTOGRAPHER.

How to Make Electrical Machines.

No. 57.

I

Muldoqn's

•
Jokes.

This is one of tbe most original joke books ever published,
and it. is· brimful of wit and humor. It contains a large
collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc., of Terence

Containing over fifty of the latest and beat trlok1 'DI
by m&a"icians. Also containing the secret of eeoond liab.t.
Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson . Price 10 centa.

'

70.

How to Make Magic Toys,
vi~:an!~i~~ngy1kf~~l~ec~i;n_: ~'1 n~!~!~:.MR:~7Tftf!::!t!::

Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealer~, or Hnt, pan.
paid. ' by wail. upon receipt of price.

71.
How to Do .Mecbanic.'l'l 1'ricks.
Containing complete instrucUonB.for perform.iq o"er liz~Y Mecbanical .Tricli.s. By A. Anderson . Folly illutrat.ed. Price 10 cents. For BC~-18 by all newsdealer~, or we will
send it by. m·a n, postage free, upon receipt. of the prio~.

72.
How to Do Sixty Tricks With Cards.
Embracing an oftbe latest and most deceptive oard triokl

:~!': ~~'!_'fr:!~:d;at~ls:'or ~~d!iif~enfi~ :0 ~g:n~. m!r.

0

1

postAge free, upon receipt of price.

73.

H ow to Do Tricks With Numbers. ' ic
s!r~i:;~:~:~
c~!ouA.trt~~_:~hn.tlg~:T1 :ng1~~ir:l~:
~a~~d~:~~~~ ~h~: ~:;!'stn~mbci~t~· t~:~ttre~c!!ft~ {~~e;i~1~~:

By Old King Brady. tbe world koO\'ID detectiTe. In which
he htye down some valuable &ltd senaiUle rulelj for begJD- of" 1\tuldooo." for the small sum of 10 cents. Every boy ..Price 10 cents . For sale by all new6dealere in the Un\ted
n ers, and also relatea some adventures and experiences of who can enjoy a good subnantial joke should obt&in a copy ~tates. or "e will send it 'to you by mail. poetaae fr.weU.. koowo det.dctivea. PrioelO cents.
immdiate •
UP on recei p t of the p rice.

Funny Stories by the ·oreat "Bricktop.''
Handsome Lithograph Covers ·in Colors. . Stories Fully Ulustr~-d by
Worth. ' .Each Story Complete. Price 10 Cents Ea~h• )

1
·2
3
4
5
6
7
8
$J

Mulligan's Boarding-Bouse.
TQ Europe by Mistake.
Joining the Freemasons.
Our Servant Girls.
Zeb Smith's Country Store.
On" Jury.
'
Mrs. Brown's Boarding-Bouse.
Henpecked.
Columbus, the Discoverer,
. by Duke Ba.gba.g
A. Bachelor's Love Scrapes.
UncleJosh.Hunting for a, Wife.
Mrs. Snoodle's Curtain Lectures.

14 Dodging a, Creditor.
15 My·_W ife's Mothe~.
~6 Going to the Country.
17 A Quiet Fourth.of July.
18 Where Are You Going?
19 That Parrot Next Door.
20 Our.Baby_.
21 Good Templa.rs Exposed.
22 Our Boa.rciing-Soh.o ol.·
23 The Troubles of Mr. and llrs.
Tumbleton.
24 Mrs. Blinker's Blinds.
25 My Bi~thday.

The above books are for sale by All NewRdealers in the United States and Canada, or
will be sent, p ostage free, to any address, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 34: & 36 North Moore St., N. Y.

•

\

•

~O"VV

I

.T o :Co S1eigb."t o:f

Containing Over Fifty of the La.test a.nd Best Tricks Used by Ma.pcia.ns . Also Conta.ining the Secret of Second Sight. Fully
Illustrated. By A. Anderson. Price 10 Cents.
For sale by all newsdealers, or sent, post-paid,

Box 2730.

Academy,

The Shortys Out

-.:

by Peter Pad
Drum~e~eter Pad
by Peter Pad

Sa~;:e ~:;!,jd~r. A Bo?tbla~;·&~0o~~e0 !rA~nfook

it~~d5o~<;::~Y~i::iS~ti~Ol,

byb~!::Ltre!:~~

ll Dandy Dick, the Doctor's Son; or, 'J'be VillaKe
Terror,
by l'om 'J'eaeer
f2 Sassy Sam Sumner. A Sequel to" Sass1 Sam ."
by Commodore Ab-J..ook
S'J Tbe Jolly '.fravelers; or, Around the World for
.Fun,
by Peoor Pad

gt t~~3!oo:.t{&.!XS~~~~Vild est,

b~~!:~t¥"e!:~~

'fb in,
by Commodore Ah-Look
O'Z T\,.0 Hard Nuts ; or. A 1'erm of Fun at Dr.
Crackfllm's Academy,
.
by Nam Smilea_
r~~.,dso~~.~~~~~r:~: :Store,
. by~r.;,:t~~!'s~r

=

:f i:;:;

~:wJ!r~~~:;(}~t Left.
bybi·:~t;~!s~~
12 Joseph Jump and His Old Blind Nag, by Peter Pad
G3 'J'wo in a. Box; or, Tbe Long and Short ot It,
by Tom Teasdr
btl Q'he Short.y •Ki,ls; or, Three Obips o·f J'hree Old
by Peter Pad
Blocks,
Of\ .Mike McGuinness; or. 'l'raveli ne for Pleasure,
e~ 'I' be Shortya' Chri$tmas Snaps,

bti''~,'!:t::~J

t7 'l'he Bounce 'l'wins, or, 'l 'be 'l'wo Worst Boys. in

the World,

1"1 Nimble Nip, the Imp of the School,

by Sam Smiley

by Tom T easer
t.oJ saVJe,g::tJ~:!*::.York Drbmmer; or,bBU:!t::•P n.d
70 Muldoon Out West,
bb~'om •reaser

n~~~~~~~ t,;e ~::Uao
1

.

by

~::t~re!'s~~

'1'1 A Rolling ~tone; or, Jack Ready's Life of Fun,

by Peter Pad
An Old Boy; or, Maloney After Education,
by Tom 'J'easer
4
76 Tumbling Tim; or,1'raveli ngWith &Cirous,
br, Peter Pad
16 Judge Oleary's Country Court,
b\ rom Teaser
?~ lta~~!~~dt~: ~~fi~0 ~~C:.apes,
by ~!r!teTe;~~~
7~ Joe Junk, th& Whaler; or, Anywhere tor Fun,
by Peter Pad
80 The Deacon's :ion; or, 'l'he Imp of tb·e VHIA.re.

7•

81. Behind the Scenes;
Co1ubioatiou.

Or,~ Out

~ ~;~~d~~~~:J~~rBall Club,

=

With
·

ab~r~YJ~taser
by P eter P ad

by~J.:r::~f.!:~~

84 )lnldoon's Base Ball Olub in Boston, by Tom 'J'ea1:1er

ta:!~~~~;~~fr':!b1e~~~:\~:Undlin&~1 'l'om Teaser

by Peter Pad
87 )luldoon's Base Bali"Club in Philadelphia,
88 Jimmy Gri mes; or, Sharp. Smart aodb~~~:~ Teaser
•
by Tom '1'easer
89 Little 'rommy Bouocej or, Something L1ke His
90 Mu~d:~n's Picnic,
.
brbfci~t~re;f!~~
91 Little Tommy Bounce on His Travels; or, DCiing

America for li'un,
by .Peter Pad
or, Sam Bowser at Work and
Play,
by Peter Pad
Next boor; or, The Iri.sh Twins,
by 'l'om '1'easer
The Aldermen Sweeneys of New York,
by Tort~ Teaser
A Had Boy's Note Book,
by" Ed"
A Bad' !loy at School,
1 by "Ed"
Jimmy Grimes, Jr.; or, the Torment of t.he
Villa"e,
by •rom Teaser
Jaok and Jim; or, Racl<ets and Scrapes at
School,
b y 'l'om Teaser
'l'he Book A ~rent ' s r.uck,
by Jl:d"

~Boarding-School;

93

94

!tD

· 96
8'
~

91:1

H

l~ ~~~\~~~~:: ~~~~g~~~~~~se,

No.

49 l~'rank Reade. Jr., in the Sea of Sand, and His Discovery

50
51

li2
63
M
55

66

66 Oheekr and Obipper; or, Through 3.'bick and

1

Address

~ '£~~ ~::::~

102 'J'he '1'ravelin~ Op.de: or. The Comical Adven- ·
tures of Clarence }'itz Roy Jones. by Tom •reaser
}t~ ~·t~atogb~~;~'00 ~iinstrels; or. *~~k1~~ ~eeaser
Same Old Rackets,
by Peter Pad
ltti Tbe Oomica1 Adventures of 1 wo Dudes,
by Tom
Teaser
lu6 Muldoon, the Cop . Part T.
by '11om Tease r
0
~~ t1iJl:o:?os~~eo~ ~ro~ag;~·Thing (:; l'~~t~~~~ser
.
by Tom Teaser
ltJ!l Truthful Jack; or, On Board the Nancy Jane,
by ',t·om Teaser
110 'F red Fresh; or, ~ s Green as Gra-ss. by 'I' om 'l'easer
111 The Deacon's Boy; or, 'l'he 'Vorst in 'rown,
J
by Peter Pad

Price 5 Cents.

Price 5 Cents.

by Sam Smitey

~'ishing,

~ ~~g ~~JJi~k~ &~ty~~~~!n~~tion

tf8

receipt of price.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 34 & 36 North Moore Street, New York.

t4 "Wbiskera:" or, One Year's Fun at Be1ltop
~

UJ?OD

57
68

69
60
61

62
63

64
65
66
67

68
69
70

Ch~~:dLA~;o~:~C~e.Sahara ; or, The

Bedouin's Captive.
Frank Reade, Jr.• and His glectric A•r Yat.ht; or, 'fhe
Ureat Inventor Among th e Aztecs.
Fran·k Reude, Jr., and Hi,.. Ur..,j'IJOunO of the Ai r ; or,
tbe Search for the Mountain of Gold.
)from Pole to Pole; or, Frank Heade, Jr. 's Strange Submarine Voya.a-e.
'J'he .M ystic Brand : or. Frank Reade, Jr., and H is Overland Stuge Upon the titaked Plains.
Frank Reade. Jr., m the m tne Far West; or, 'l'be Search
for a Lost. Gold l\·1in e.
Frank Reade, Jr., \Vir.h His Air Ship in Asia; or, A
lfligbt. Acrost the Steppes.
Frank Rende. Jr ., tt.r.d His .t\ew 1'orpedo Boat; or, A~
War With the Brazili&li Hebele.
Frank Reade, Jr., and H i! Electric Coach; or, The
Search for the Isle of Diamonds. P.art I.
F rank Reade, Jr.• and His E lectric Coacll : or, T he
Seat·ch for the Isle of Diamonds. Part II.
Frank Reade, Jr., and His Magnetic Uun- Oarriage ; or,
Working for 'the U. S.111ail
Frank Reade Jr.'s Electric Ice Boat; or, Loet in the
Land of Uritason Snow. Pnrt I.
Frank Reade .Jr.'s E lectric lee lloat; or, Lost in the
Land of Crimson Sno.v. Pnr~ II.
·
Frank Reade. Jr., aud His Enaine of the Clouds: or,
Chased Around th e World in the Sky.
Frank Reade, Jr.'s ElectriC Cyclone; or, Thrilling Adventures in No Man'a Land . Part I . )
Fr~~~t~~~~ ~~· ~~~J~ct!~d~yci?:r~; 1~~·· 'l'hrilling AdThe Sunken Pirate; or. J.i'rank Reade, Jr., in Search of
& 'l'reasure at tbe Hottom of tbe Sea.
F rank Reade, Jr.. and llis Electric Air-Boat; or, Hunting_ W1ld J:Seasts for a Circus.
'rhe Black Range; or, ·Frank Read !~, Jr, Among the
Oowboya WitH' his New Electric uaru van.
tfr~ 6~:~3r~~*~Ytef:t~!'L~~sr1ir~S~fi~I. Trip or Frank
F'rank Reade. Jr., and His .B.tectrio Prairie Schooner;
0

No.
47 Young Sleuth and the Express Robbers; or, Ferretinc
48

Derby.

dered Behind t he

Yo~:;~e~;~~~tv~~d'tget~/!i~~io~:tO~~t:~; or, A 1tledicnl Student's Dark Plot.
55 Young Sleuth und the Rival Bank Breakers; or, The
Keen Detective's Girl Decoy.
56 Younl' Sleuth 's Fl•sh Light; or, Tbe Dark Mystery of a.
W•ddiog Eve.
•
57 YoAn),:i:e~;h ~~~ettec:!~.rder in the State-Room; or..
0
68 Yonng Sleuth's Long Trail ; or, The Keen Detective
After the Jam ee Boys .
59 Young Sleutlfs Terrible DilemJUa ; or, One Ohnoce in
One Hundred .
,
.
60 Young Sleuth aud th~ Murder at the Masked Ba.IJ; or,
Fighting the League of the Seven Demons.
61 Young Sleuth's Big Oontract; or, Olsauing Out th&
Thugs of Baltimore .
62 Young Sleuth Betrnyed; or, The 'alse Detective's Villainy.
.
63 Young Sleuth's Terrible Test ; or, Won at the Risk of
Life.
M

~ ~~~~: ~i=~~~ A!!~:d~~~. :~\~ \~~ ~i~~~g~~'eEb~ime.

~ ~~~~i ~~=~~~:: i~~ t{g!~e ;rO;,i.j.g~nfc~O:tD~t!~:i~;~S
0

68
69

70

Ar~~~nt!!r~tiholii~r~~~ ~reac~~icJ ~VaA::O~ng the Ivory
Six Week~ in the Cloud~t ; or, }.. ran k ~ade, Jr.'s Air-

72

7ol Frank Reade. Jr .'s Electric Air Raeer; or, Around the

74

Globe .in '£hirty Days.

'll

73

Fr.~d~N:rnt·h~rFr~~:n ~~~~tying Ice Ship; or, Driven

76

76 Frank Reade, Jr., and His E lectric Sea .Engine; or,

76

75

Hunting for a Sunken Diamond Mine.
77 Frank R eade, Jr~o ~xp loring a Submaraine Mountuin;
or, Lost at th e Bottom of the Sea.
78 Frank Reade, Jr.'s E lectric Buckboard: or, 'l'hrUling
Adventures in Nort.b Australia.
Fr1~k ~6~~ddetJi1~: ~~d~~ht~~r ~::.Sea Serpent; or, ~i:a:
80 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Desert Explorer;' or, The Under..
ground Cit.y of the Sahara.
81

79

0

Frt~~:,!t:~?eFfC:~~~;tb ~~~!~~h ~~~~~t t~~e ~~b~~

Part I.
82 Frauk R eade, Jr. s New EJectrio Air-Ship, the---.'' Zef,~~t~i~r, From North to South Around the Globe.
8:-J Across the Frozen Sea; or, Frank Reade, Jr .'s E lectricSnoW'()utter.
·
..
84 Lost in the Great Atlantic Valley; or, F rank Reade, Jr.,
and
His
Submarine
\Vt)nder,
the"
Dart."
85 ] 1tank Reade. Jr., and His New E lectric A ir~Ship, the
"Eclipse :" or, Fightin~ t.he Chioeae Pi rates. Part I .
86

Fr~.n~crf~:::~' ~:;F~n~t~~~st~e80b~~!~!i~ri\!,rJ.s~f~t \fr~

87 Frn.nk Reade, Jr.'s
88

~li~per of the

Prairie ; or, !fighting
Miles; or, Frank

UntJ:/\t!c~~~~~~e fo:raS~~btgu';:~td
Reade, Jr. 'e Wonderful Trip.

89 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Search for tbe S il ver Whale; or,
90

91
92

93

Under the Ocean in the Electric" Dolphin. t
Frank Rende, Jr.'s Oatamaran of the Air; or, Wild and
Wonderful Adventuresm North Australia. ·
Frank Reade, Jr.'s !)earch For a Lost Man in His Latest Air Wonder.
Yr'F"o~ t~~:St ~r~.;a~~s?eotral India; or. The Search
The Missing bland: or, Frank Reade Jr.'s Wonderful

ov!:itt!1~~1e~U~R_~epF~=~ic

Reade, Jr., .in His New
Air-Ship: or, Wild Act ventures in Pern.
95 Fr~:~ !rth~ei:tTJd:o pc:~;~;~hirlwind j or, rhe Mys96 Under the Yellow Sea; or. Frank React e. Jr.'s Search
for the Oave of Penrla Witb HJs New :Submarine
Cruiser.
94

~cenes.

53 Young Sleuth Under the Docks of .New York; or, The.

72

Ship. the Thunderbolt of the Skies.

Ttcaa

TrAcing a Strange Tragedy of a Broker's Office.
62 Young Sleutb and the Opera House Myetery ; or, Mur-

Fr:~k il:~J~~~r~~:n~tUi~ E~e~\~y~ec~~!:;::; the Lakes :

73

\ ..

liO At. Long Odds: or, Young f::Heutb's Lightning Finish.
61 Young Sleuth aod tbe Great Wall Street Mystery; or.

71

or. A Journey 'rllrough Africa by Water .

Wo~~~,a:Y':!~?o~~~~~!;;~~~~t'h's Best Race.

49 A Straieht 'l'ip; or, Young Sleuth at the A

77

Greatest Ruse.
Yonng Sleuth and the Female Smuggler; or, Working
For" Uucle SM.m.''
Young Sleuth's Lightning Changes; Clr, The Gold Brick
Ganc 'raken In .
Young Sleuth and the Owls or Owl Mountein; or , 'fhe
Gboeta of Blue Rhia-e Ta.vern.
Young Sleuth's Last Round; or, The Keen Detective'IS
Best Knock -Out.
Young ~leuth's Sharps: or, Sharp Work Amcog Sbsur
Crooks.
Young S leuth's ~e1'en Signa; or, l'he Keen Detective' a
.Marked 'l'rttil.
·
YOung :SJoutb on the Stage; or, An Act .Not.. on the
Bill•.
. L
Youna' tlleuth at Monte 'Carlo; or, The Crime Of tbe
Oasino.
Yonng ~leutb and the ) f an with tbe Tattooed .Arm: or,
'J'rR.cking MiSHing MiHions. ·
Yonng ~leuth 10 Demijohn City; or, Waltzinl' Wil-

Yo~~~;~~~b1i:~i~~~fll ; Or, Saving a

0

Yrmng Ameriom
from tbe !'rison Mines.
79 Young Sleut.h Almost Knocked Out; or, Nell Blondia 8
Desperate G"rne.
·
80 Young :Sleuth and Hilly the Kid Number Two; or, Tbe
Hidden Ranch of the Panha.ndie.
81 Young Sleuth's Mastor :Stroke; or, Tb "' Lady Deteotive'"s Many Masks4
82 Murdered in a Mask; or, Young Sleuth nt the French
Ball.
83 YoW"e«s!:bJ~h~~J:~~~s; or, The K een Detective and
tW Young Sleuth and the Italian Brigands: or , l'he 'Keen
Detective·s Grentest Rescue,
86 loung Sleuth and a Dead .Man' s Secret: .or. The 1\tessaae in tbe Handle of a D agger.
86 Young S leutb Decoyed; or. The :\Voma.n of Fire.
87 Young ~leuth and the U. unlilHLY Cir~1s Hoys; or, F ollowing a Pair of Wild .New York l-ads.
88 Young ~leuth at Atlantic City; or, The Great ~easid.e
Mystery .
89 Yo~.Rr; ~~:~:~·the Detective iu Ohicago; or, UnraveJi n~
00 'fhe ~n in th.e Safe; or, Young ~leuth as a llank De-

'1 8

91 Yot,:~~iv~ieutb and the Phantom D~tectivJc or, !l'h&
Trail of tbe Dead.
92 Yollng Sleutb and the Girl in the 111ask; or, The Lady
.Monte Cristo ·of Halt.imore.
93 Young Sleuth and t.be Oorsioan Knife.Tbrower, or,

!M
95
96

97
98

v~!~: 1t§f!~li ~~~b:b! b~sb:;,~.~~~~~~;

1

or. The Evideoce of a Dead Witness.
Young Sleuth in the '!'oils; or, The Deat h Traps of
N~w York.
.
.
Young :Sientb and the 'M iser's Ghost; or, A Hunt li"or
Hidden .Money .
\' oung Sleuth as a Dead Game Sport; or, 1'be Keen
Detectives Ruse for $10,0fX). ~
·
Young Slenth and the . Gy psies' Gold; or, The
Package Marked .. Z .''

All be above"' libraries are for sale by all I newsdealers in the United States and Canada, o,r sent to your address, post-paid, on receipt
of . price. Address
·
•
.

P. 0. Box 2730.

.FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 34 & 38 North Moore Street, New York.

